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ABSTRACT 

The problem of observability of a system governed by a partial differential 

equation is considered. This problem arises in electrocardiography, and the goal 

is to reconstruct the electrical potentials on the surface of the heart from the 

information obtained noninvasively on the torso surface. The formulation of the 

problem leads to a Cauchy problem for the Laplace's equation, i.e., a harmonic 

function is sought in some region, given that the values of the function and its 

normal derivative are specified only on some part of the boundary. The aim of 

this dissertation is to investigate the feasibility of recovering the solution, given 

only discrete boundary measurements. First, the existence and the uniqueness of 

the solution are shown based on some general assumptions about the geometry 

and the function representing the electrical potentials of the surface of the heart. 

Then, a spherical model representing the heart-torso model is introduced and an 

analytical solution to the problem is obtained. Then, a regularization method 

is developed and some error estimates of the solution are obtained based on 

some a priori assumptions about the solution. Finally, the approximation on the 

surface of a sphere, by means of a numerical integration is considered, and the 

dependence of the solution on the location and the number of measurements is 

investigated. 

IV 



CHAPTER I 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE 

FORWARD AND THE INVERSE PROBLEMS 

1.1 Introduction 

It is well known [6], that the electrical potential distribution over the body 

surface (body surface potentials) is the result of the bioelectrical activity within 

the heart through the intervening tissue to the body surface. 

In this dissertation we consider some theoretical aspects of an inverse problem 

related to electrocardiography. The goal of the inverse problem in electrocardio

graphy is the reconstruction of the cardiac electrical events from measurements 

of the potential on the body surface. Here by the word reconstruction we mean a 

mathematical processing of the data obtained on the surface of the body. There

fore, in more general terms, the main objective of the inverse problem in elec

trocardiography is to determine, in a noninvasive way, information about the 

electrophysiological state of the heart, that visual inspection of the electrocar

diograph or the body surface mapping cannot provide. In what foUows we will 

refer to the particular inverse problem in electrocardiography considered here 

simply as the inverse problem. 

There are two main approaches to mathematically formulate the inverse prob

lem. First is the equivalent cardiac generator approach, in which the solution is 

given in terms of an equivalent cardiac source representation [1]. For example, 

one models the electrical activity of the heart by fixed location multiple dipoles, 

each representing a segment of the heart. The solution to the inverse problem 

then is given in terms of the moment components of each dipole. The second 

approach involves computation of the potentials on a fixed surface surrounding 

the heart, and lying in proximity to the epicardial surface [2]. We call a potential 

distribution on such a surface epicardial potentials. 

In this dissertation the epicardial potentials approach will be considered. 

In what follows, the considered inverse problem in electrocardiography deals 



with the reconstruction of the epicardial potentials from body surface potentials. 

Studies have shown [3], that the epicardial potentials permit a direct interpreta

tion of regional electrical events within the heart. Furthermore, it has been shown 

[3], [5], that relevant information contained in the epicardial potentials cannot be 

obtained by visual inspection of the body surface potentials due to the smoothing 

effect of the distance on the potential itself. Consequently, the solution to the 

inverse problem would provide in a noninvasive way useful diagnostic informa

tion about the regional electrical activity of the heart. The epicardial potentials 

approach offers several advantages over the equivalent generator approach. For 

example, the former does not require restrictive assumptions regarding the nature 

of the cardiac electrical sources. Also, the solution in terms of epicardial poten

tials can be evaluated by direct comparison with experimental data obtained by 

simultaneous measurements of epicardial and body surface potentials. And, as 

we will show in chapter 2, the mathematical formulation in terms of epicardial 

potentials admits a unique solution. 

Before we formulate the inverse problem in mathematical context, we need to 

introduce the forward problem in electrocardiography. The goal of the forward 

problem is to compute the body surface potentials from the epicardial potentials. 

As with the inverse problem, we will refer to the forward problem in electrocar

diography simply as the forward problem. We wiU show in later chapters that an 

understanding of the forward problem is a necessary step towards understanding 

and solving the inverse problem. 

In the following section, we formulate both the forward and the inverse prob

lems under some general assumptions about the geometry of the heart-torso 

system. In addition, we briefly discuss the past work and the main objectives 

of this dissertation. Finally, we give a brief description of the work presented in 

this dissertation. 

1.2 Mathematical Formulation and Past Work 

In this section we present the assumptions under which the formulations of 

the forward and the inverse problems reduce to boundary value problems for an 

elliptic equation. It is assumed that the geometry of the body is known and 

is time-invariant, and the electric field generated by the heart is quasi-static, 



i.e., it is assumed that at any instant in time the steady-state conditions are in 

effect [6]. It is further assumed that the medium surrounding the body (the air) 

is nonconductive; thus, the normal derivative of the potential vanishes at the 

boundary of the insulating medium. Finally, we assume that the potential on 

the body surface is solely due to the sources in the heart. 

As in [10], we model the human body fii as an isotropic, resistive, conductive 

medium, excluding a region Q,Q, which contains all the primary electrical sources 

(the heart) . Then, let Qi D JIQ denote two bounded open nested sets of R^, 

Fi = dfti, the body surface, and FQ = dQo, the fixed surface surrounding the 

heart and lying in proximity to the epicardial surface. Also, let Cl = Cli — HQ, 

with boundary 5 0 = F = FQ U Fi , Fo H Fi = 0. Finally, we assume that FQ and 

Fi are smooth surfaces in R^. 

At any instant in time, let u[x) denote the electrical potential distribution 

in fi , V" € •^°°(^)) 0 < Co < il^{x) < M , the electrical conductivity of the 

conducting medium n , and n the outward normal to Fi . Then, given the above 

assumptions, if ^(a;) = u(x) on FQ is known, the forward problem consists of 

solving the following boundary value problem 

• [il;{x) S/u{x)] 

u{x) 

du{x)ldn 

= 0 

= g{x) 

= 0 

in fi 

on Fo 

on Fi 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

for u given g and ^ , and then evaluating u[x) on F i . 

If /(a;) = u{x) on Fi , the inverse problem consists of solving the following 

problem 

S/ -[tl}{x)sju{x)] = 

u{x) = 

du(x)/dn = 

= 0 

= m 

= 0 

in fi 

on Fi 

on Fi 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

and determining u{x) on FQ. 

The existence and the uniqueness of the solution to the forward and the 

inverse problems will be discussed in chapter 2. 



Several at tempts were made to determine analytically and to approximate 

numerically the epicardial potentials from the body torso potentials. In all of 

the at tempts , it was inferred that the solution is very unstable; that is, very small 

perturbations in the electrical or geometrical data result in highly oscillatory so

lutions. It was first demonstrated in the work of Martin and Pilkington [8], that 

it is not feasible to determine the epicardial potentials from the body surface 

potentials using unconstrained solutions. Colli Franzone et al. [10] formulated 

the inverse problem as a problem in control theory and used a regularization 

technique to obtain an approximation of the solution. The method was tested 

utilizing data from an isolated dog heart placed in a cylindrical tank. Good 

agreement was obtained between the estimated and the measured epicardial po

tentials at time instants with only moderate epicardial potential gradients. Y. 

Yamashita [11] presented a method of solving the inverse problem by using the 

forward transfer coefficients determined by means of the finite element method. 

He proposed to use a generalized inverse matrix to obtain an approximation of 

the inverse solution. In a different approach, Messinger-Rapport and Rudy [4] 

utilized a spherical geometry model of the heart-torso system. Based on the 

assumption of axial symmetry, i.e., u{x) = u{r,0), the solution to the forward 

problem (1.1 — 1.3) was given in the form of an infinite series after the surface 

body potential, f{6) = u{r,d) \-p^, was expanded in a series of Legendre poly

nomials with the coefficients approximated using 48-point Gaussian quadrature. 

Using numerical evidence, Rudy concluded that the number of terms necessary 

to achieve good accuracy ranged from 20 to 30. The main goal of his work was 

to study the effects of variation in the torso geometry and volume conductivity 

parameters on the solutions of the direct and the inverse problems. Based on 

the previous published studies, it was concluded that the degree of accuracy in 

estimating the solution to the inverse problem depends greatly upon the method 

of reconstruction of the solution as well as upon the amount and the quality of 

the information obtained on the body surface. 

The main objective of this dissertation is to study the instability of the so

lution to the inverse problem, and to investigate the feasibility of recovering 

the solution from discrete measurements of the body surface potentials given an 

ideahzed spherical model representing the heart-torso system. 



The following work consists of three parts. In the first part, we show that 

there exists a unique weak solution to the forward problem (1.1 — 1.3). That will 

allow us to define an operator, A : g >—^ f, that takes the epicardial potentials 

g to the body surface potentials / . We show that A is a compact operator in 

certain function spaces, which in our case implies that / is a smooth function 

even if g is very irregular. Using this operator A, we can represent the solution 

to the inverse problem in the form g = A~^f, and such solution is shown to be 

unique provided that the conductivity tp is sufficiently smooth. Here the operator 

A'^, that takes the body surface potentials / to the epicardial potentials g, is an 

unbounded operator because it is the inverse of a compact operator; hence, the 

inverse problem (1.4 — 1.6) is ill-posed. In other words, A~-̂  is not everywhere 

defined nor it is continuous on its domain. The latter means that if some sequence 

/„ of functions converges to / in a certain norm, then it does not necessarily 

follow that A~^fn converges to A~^f. It is our hypotheses that this instability 

is the main obstacle in obtaining a meaningful solution to the inverse problem 

in applications. We discuss a method designed to overcome this instability by 

imposing constraints on the solution based on some a priori knowledge about the 

solution to the inverse problem (inverse solution). 

In the second part , we study the inverse problem in a model case where Fo 

and Fi represent concentric spheres. We obtain a solution to the forward problem 

in the form of an infinite series of spherical harmonics from which we will deduce 

a series representation for the operator A. In order to obtain a stable solution to 

the inverse problem, we present a method for imposing a priori constraints on the 

inverse solution, and in that way we restrict the sought solution to a certain set 

X of "acceptable solutions." Then based on a choice of this set X , we obtain the 

quasi-solution g G X to the inverse problem for an arbitrary / representing the 

body surface potentials. Here the quasi-solution 5 G X has the property that it 

is the solution to the inverse problem, g — A~^f, if 5 G X , or it is in some sense 

the closest to g from the set X, ii g does not belong to X . Finally, we derive 

upper and lower bounds for the error in the approximation of the quasi-solution 

g in some norm, based on the knowledge of the error in the approximation of the 

body surface potentials / on the surface Fi. 



The problem of approximation of the body surface potentials / using discrete 

measurements is investigated in part three. Here we consider only the approx

imation of / using a numerical integration (quadrature) on the surface of the 

sphere Fi . We construct an approximation / of / in the form of a finite series of 

spherical harmonics, where the coefficients of that series are obtained by means of 

a quadrature. Consequently, the estimate of the error in the approximation of / 

by / depends on the estimate of the error in the quadrature. We are particularly 

interested in studying how the estimate of the error in a quadrature, for a certain 

class of functions, depends on the location of the measurements (nodes) on Fi . 

We present a condition that the nodes of a quadrature need to satisfy in order 

to obtain the best possible (in some sense) estimate of the error with respect to 

that quadrature. The major contribution of this part is that we show that the 

choice of the location of measurement plays an important role in recovering the 

body surface potentials and, consequently, in approximating the inverse solution. 

Finally, we would like to add that this dissertation can be viewed as an at

tempt to show that an increase in the number of measurements on the body 

surface does not necessarily imply an increase in the accuracy of the recovered 

inverse solution. We wiU present two reasons. The first reason is the iU-posedness 

of the inverse problem, where we show that an increase of the accuracy in the 

approximation of the body surface potentials does not imply increase in the ac

curacy of the unconstrained solution. Second, we show that for a certain method 

of approximation of / on Fi , an increase in the number of the measurements 

does not necessarily imply an improvement in the estimate of the error in the 

approximation of / . 

In the following chapter, we discuss the existence and the uniqueness of the 

solutions to the forward and the inverse problems based on assumptions about 

the space fi and boundary F described at the beginning of this section. 



CHAPTER II 

EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 

In the present chapter we study the problem of existence and uniqueness of 

the forward and the inverse solutions, that is, the solutions to the forward and 

the inverse problems, respectively, and investigate the main properties of the 

solutions to both problems. In section 2.1 we show that there exists a unique 

weak solution to the forward problem (1.1 — 1.3). In section 2.2 we obtain the 

existence of the solution g to the inverse problem (1.4 — 1.6) as a coroUary to the 

result in the previous section. We also discuss the uniqueness of g in relation to 

some smoothness properties of the conductivity tj}. In the last section, we focus 

on the theoretical reason for the instability of the inverse problem. We introduce 

a method to overcome this instability and establish the basis for the work in the 

following chapter. 

2.1 Existence and Uniqueness of the Forward Solution 

In what follows we denote by L'^{X) the space of square integrable functions 

over the domain X , and by ||.|| the i^-norm. Also, we denote by C^[X) the space 

of fc—times differentiate functions, and by H'{X), 5 > 0, the usual Sobolev 

spaces (see Lions, Magenes [12]) with the norm | | . | |H»(X)- For u G fi^-^(fi), we 

denote by u |r the trace of u on the boundary F, so that for u G C^(fi) the trace 

u |r is the restriction of u to F. 

The goal of this section is to define a weak solution u G H^{'[1) to the forward 

problem (1.1 — 1.3), where H^iQ,) is a completion of the linear space C^{Vl) with 

the norm ||.||Hi(n) or equivalently, 

H\Q.) = ( / G L\Q.) I ||/||Hi(n) = / \f?dx + f\^ f\Hx < oo }. 

We show the existence and the uniqueness of the weak solution in the space 

fl'^(fi). It is assumed that the epicardial potentials, g = u jpo, belongs to the 



space 

/ oo \ ^/^ 

H'^'iTo) = {g G i:̂ (Fo) | ||5||H./.(«) = (£^1^1 < °°>' 

where 5'j's are the Fourier coefficients of g relative to the eigenfunctions of the 

Laplace-Beltrami operator —Apo on Fo, and Aj's the corresponding eigenvalues. 

For a more detailed discussion on the definition of the Sobolev spaces H'(Q) and 

H'{T), see [12]. The following theorem justifies the choice of the space H^'^{To) 

for the epicardial potentials g, since for u G H^{n), the trace of u on FQ U |r„= g. 

T h e o r e m 2.1 ("Trace Theorem^ Given the assumptions on fi and F discussed 

in the previous section, the mapping u ^ u \f., where F C F, is a continuous 

linear mapping from H^{Q,) to H^'^{T); hence, there exists a constant C such 

that 

11"" If lliJ-l/2(f) ^ C'||u||firl(pj. (2.1) 

Moreover, it is a surjective mapping, and there exists a continuous right inverse 

mapping of H^I'^iV) -^ H^{Q.). The latter means that each g G H^I'^{T) has an 

extension (j) G ir^(O), ^ |p= g, such that 

||<^llHi(n) < c||^||^i/2(f). (2.2) 

A more general statement of the theorem, as well as its proof, is presented by 

Lions, Magenes [12]. 

Remark 2.1 We briefly recall how the trace u |r is defined for an element u 

of the space H'^(Q,). From the definition of H'^iP), it follows that there exists a 

sequence {'iin}^o of functions from C-'(fi), such that 

lim ||u„ - UWH^IQ) = 0. 
n—»oo ^ ' 

The inequality (2.1) of the above trace theorem can be shown for functions in 

C^(fi), and it follows that the sequence {u„ |r}~=o is a Cauchy sequence in 

H^I^[V), since 



||«n |r -Um Ir ||fl-i/2(r) < ^ ||u„ - ii„||jyi(n). 

Consequently, {u„ | r } ^ o converges in jy^/^(F) to a unique t; G fi'^/^(F). We 

call this v a trace of ti on F, and we use the notation T; = u |r. It is easy to 

show that the definition of the trace u |r is independent of the choice of the 

sequence {un}^-o that converges to u in jy^(fi). Assume that {wn}^=o i^ another 

sequence that converges to u in H^{Q,). Then, from the triangle inequality and 

the inequality (2.1), we have that 

w„ r -r - •" |r ||ffi/2(r) ^ |Pn |r -•"n |r Ilin/2(r) + \Wn Ir -""• |r ||iri/2(r) 

< c\\wn - Un\\m(n) + c\\un - uWn^n) 

< c\\Wn - "£^11^1(0) + C.\\y- - 'Jinllffi(n) + c | | u „ - U\\H^{Q), 

and clearly w„ |r converges to u |r in H^I^{V). We conclude this remark by ob

serving that if ti is a constant function in ir-^(fi) and u |r is identically zero, then 

•ji is a hmit in ir-^(fi) of identically zero functions Un in C'^(fi), and consequently 

ti is a zero function in jff-^(fi). 

Now, let us define a weak solution to the forward problem (1.1 — 1.3). 

Def in i t ion 2.1 A function u G ^^•^(fi) is called a weak solution to the forward 

problem (1.1 — 1.3), if u \Ta= 9, and 

f ip \/u • S7vdx = 0 (2.3) 

for all rj G H^{n,), such that rj |ro= 0. 

We show that the above definition of a weak solution is consistent with the 

definition of the (strong) solution to the forward problem given by the equations 

(1.1 — 1.3). In other words, if u is a weak solution to the forward problem, and 

in addition we know that u G if^(fi), where 

H\n) = { / G L-'i'a) I A / G L\^) }, (2.4) 
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then u satisfies the equations (1.1 — 1.3). Moreover, there exists no more than 

one such solution. 

First note that the divergence theorem holds in the region fi, [13]. If we 

denote by u the outward normal to F, then Green's First Identity 

/ V • (V* V •")•" dx = / ij) SJ u • SJv dx + 1/^-7:—V da, (2-5) 
Jn Jn Jr ov 

holds for all u G H^{n) and v G H^{VL). 

We denote by F C -ff-^(fi) the space 

y = {77 G H\n) I 77 |r„= 0 }. (2.6) 

Then, from (2.5) and from the definition of a weak solution (2.3), it foUows that 

/" /• du 

\/-{'il}SJu)r]dx- ip-^rido- = 0, (2.7) 
^n Jr ov 

for all 77 G F C if^(fi), and u \TQ= 9- Since 77 is arbitrary, we conclude that 

V • •̂  V u = 0 in fi. Also, the conditions 77 |r„= 0 and ij^^x) > CQ > 0 imply 

that du/dv | r i= 0. To show uniqueness, let u^ be another solution. Then, for 

w = u — U\, we obtain from Green's First Identity (2.5), by substituting w for u 

and V, that 
/ tj) I \jw 1̂  dx = 0. 

Jn 

Consequently | V"^ \— 0 in fi, which implies that w is a constant function in fi. 

The condition w |ro= 0 then gives that to = 0 in fi; hence, u = Ui in fi. 

Now we state the main result of this section. 

P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1 There exists a unique weak solution u G jEf''̂ (fi) to the forward 

problem, (1.1 — 1.3), such that 

\\u\\H^^n)<c\\g\\Hi/2^ro)- (2-8) 

In order to keep the proof of the proposition 2.1 at a reasonable length, we first 

show the following two lemmas. The first of the two lemmas is a generalization 

of the well known Friedrichs' inequality [14]. 
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L e m m a 2.1 The inequality 

I v^dx <C I \ \/v\^dx, 
Jn Jn 

holds for any v ^ V, where V is defined by 2.6. 

(2.9) 

Proof: First note that it is sufficient to show that the inequality (2.9) holds for 

all smooth functions in V, since they form a dense subset of V. We first show 

that the inequality holds over a particular kind of domains, and then we observe 

that the domain fi is a finite union of such domains. 

Let us consider a cylindrical domain of the form 

f̂ = = F ^ x [0,1] = {x e R^ \i = {x^,X2) e Tl,xs e [0,1]}, 

where FQ is homeomorphic to a unit disc in R^. We will first show that the 

inequality (2.9) holds over the domain fi''. 

Let v(x) be a smooth function on fi'' such that v \rc — 0; then from Leibniz's 

rule we have that 
f̂ 's dv{x,y3) 

v{x) = v{x,X3) = / 
Jo dys 

•dys. (2.10) 

By squaring both sides of the equahty (2.9), integrating over fi'', and using 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 

ly{x)dx = y^^^"|^(5,y3)d^3J dx 

dy 

P dv 
2 Jn-^ ydys 

< c \ S7 v\^dx. 
Jn" 

dx 
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In the following, we show that the inequality (2.9) holds over more general 

types of domains. We assume that the domain fi can be represented as a finite 

union of nonintersecting cylinder-like regions Ui, fi = |J7=i Ui, where each Ui 

has a "bottom" portion of the boundary FQ on FQ, and the "top" part of the 

boundary on F i . Also, for each Ui there exists a diffeomorphism ${ of Ui onto 

Cl", such that $t(FQ) = Fg, and the Jacobian matrix ^i{x) of $ j , satisfies the 

condition 

0 < a < | det^i{x) |< /3 < oo, 

for all a; G ?7, and all i = 1,2, . . . ,7i. 

We now show that the inequality (2.9) holds over each of the domains Ui, 

i = 1, 2 . . . ,71. If we denote by $j"^ the inverse of $ i , we find that 

/ v'{x)dx = I v\^:\y))\d^t^i~\y)\dy 
JUi Jn" 

= I v\^T\y))\d^t~^i{y)\-'dy 
Jn" 

< - / wl{y)dy, 
a Jn" 

where Wi[y) =vo ^^^{y). Observing that V^i(2/) = ^7^{x)'\7'"{^)i ^nd that the 

inequality (2.9) holds for cylindrical domain fi", it follows that 

/ v^xdx < — wl{y)dy 
Jui Q. Jn" 

< - [ \S7Wi{y)\^dy 
a Jn" 

= -f \^:r'^{x)\/v{x)\^\det^i\dx 
a Jui 

< — max||$."^(x)| | / \\jv{x)\^dx, 
a !ceUi JUi 

for a lH = 1,2 . . . , 7X. Finally, if 

ci = max{niax | | $ rNl} ' 
l < t < n xEUi 

then, since Q, = IJLi Ui, we obtain the inequaHty (2.9) with C = cci^a'^. • 
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L e m m a 2.2 Given (j) G H^{D,), there exists v G U, satisfying 

I ij} SJ V • \Jr] dx = — / tj) \J (f) • Vy dx (2-11) 
^n Jn 

for all 77 G V .̂ Moreover, 

| |^||Hi(n)<C||<^||Hi(n). (2.12) 

Proof: It can be easily seen that 

[v,ri] = ij; syv -xyrjdx T],V eV, 
Jn 

defines a weighted inner product on V with weight tp. We denote the induced 

norm by ||.||y. To show that the new norm ||.||y is equivalent to the norm ||.l|Hi(n)) 

first note that 

Ikllv = / V'l \/v\^dx < M \ SJvl^dx < M\\v\\ffifQ), 
Jn Jn 

for any v ^ V, since CQ < il^{x) < M. Also, using the inequality (2.9) of the 

previous lemma, we have 

Mnun) < {C + 1) [ \ ^v \Ux < ^ [ i> \ syv \^ dx = CiMl. (2.13) 
^ ^ Jn CQ Jn 

Therefore, the new inner product [.,.] in V is equivalent to the inner product 

(.5.)Hi(n) in V. Hence, the Hilbert space V with the inner product [.,.] is equiv

alent to the Hilbert space V with the inner product (., .)ffi(n)-

The equation (2.11) defines a linear functional on V 

kiv) = -{V<t>,\/v)L^{n)^ 

where Zr^(fi) = L'^{Q.,'tj)) is the usual i^(fi) space with weighted inner product 

{<t^^'n)L^n) = j i^hdx. 

Clearly, ||.||i2(n) and ||.|li2(f)\ are also equivalent norms, since CQ < tp < M. 
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Furthermore we have that , 

kiv) = -(V<^, ^7)12(0) < II V<^|li2(n)|| V 7711̂ 2(0) = II V <^llL2(n)lhlk, 

thus ,̂̂ (77) is a bounded linear functional. Then, by the Riesz Representation 

Theorem, there exists a unique v ^ V, such that 

['",'7] = -(V</',V^)i2(n), 

for all r; G T ,̂ and 

ll^lk<IIV<?^||L2(n). (2.14) 

Finally, from (2.13) and (2.14), it follows that 

||t^||Hi(n) < c\\v\\v < cill V <l>\\L^n) < < l̂l V <l>\\H^{n)-

n 

Using the previous two lemmas, we are ready to show the proposition 2.1. 

Proof of the Proposition 2 .1; Consider <j) G H^{Q,) such that cf) \ro= 9- Then 

according to the Trace Theorem 2.1, we have that 

\m{n) < ||5||ifi/2(ro)- (2.15) 

Also, as shown in lemma 2.2, there exists v EV such that 

il}\/ V • \/r]dx = - / V" V ^ • S/rjdx — 0, 
Jn Jn 

for all 77 G y . Substitute ti = 7; -|- (̂ , to obtain 

ip \/u- Sjr}dx = / ip \J (v + (p) • \yqdx = 0, 
Jn Jn 

and u |r(,= {v + (p) |ro= 9- Then it foUows from (2.12) that 

||tt|Ui(n) < ll̂ l̂lHi(n) + ||</'||Hi(n) < c||9i>||ffi(n). (2.16) 

file:///yqdx
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Finally, combining the inequalities (2.15) and (2.16), we have that 

||w||Hi(n) < c||5||Hi/2(ro)-

To show that the solution u to the forward problem is unique, it is sufficient 

to show that u |ro= 0 implies w = 0 in fi. The condition u |ro= 0 implies that 

u ^V d H^[D,), and consequently if we substitute u for 77 in the equation (2.3), 

we obtain 

tp I \/u 1̂  dx = 0. L in 

Therefore 7i is a constant function in fl, and since u Iva— 0, then if we recall the 

remark 2.1, it follows that u = 0 in Q.. 

D 

By proving the above proposition 2.1 not only did we show the existence of a 

unique solution u to the forward problem, but also we prepared the ground for 

proving the existence and the uniqueness of the solution to the inverse problem. 

2.2 Existence and Uniqueness of the Inverse Solution 

In this section we first show that the existence of the solution to the inverse 

problem follows as a corollary to the proposition 2.1. Then, we discuss conditions 

on the conductivity function ip{x) that will enable us to refer uniqueness results 

for the solution to the Cauchy problem for elHptic equations proven by Landis 

[16] and Aronszajn [17]. 

The proposition 2.1 defines a bounded linear operator 

5: i r ' / ' (Fo)—>H^{9 . ) , Bg = u. 

Note that the operator B is well defined by the uniqueness of the solution u to 

the forward problem. 

Denote by A the operator 

A:H'I\V,)-^L\V^), Ag = u\r„ 

mapping the epicardial potentials g to the body surface potentials / . Then it 

follows that if the body surface potentials / belongs to the range of the operator 
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A, A{H^^\To)) C i ^ ( F i ) , there exists a ^ G H^^^To), such that Ag = / . We 

can therefore conclude that the existence of the solution to the inverse problem 

follows from the existence and the uniqueness of the solution to the forward 

problem. 

Before considering the uniqueness of the solution to the inverse problem, we 

first state the following theorem shown by Landis [16]. 

T h e o r e m 2.2 Let D, be a n-dimensional region with boundary V, such that there 

exists a neighborhood Fi C F that is an (n-1)-dimensional smooth manifold. 

Then, ifu and u are two solutions o/(1.4) that are continuously differentiable in 

f i l JF i , and also satisfy 

du du 
u | r , = u | r „ and - \r,= - \r„ 

then u = u m fi. 

A similar result was shown by Aronszajn [17]. 

Therefore the uniqueness of the solution to the inverse problem is assured, 

provided that the solution u to the forward problem (1.1 — 1.3) belongs to the 

class C^(fi UTi) . The problem of finding conditions under which the solution to 

the forward problem belongs to a certain space of functions, reduces to a question 

of elliptic regularity. Here we only briefly discuss the regularity properties of the 

solution to the forward problem (1.1 — 1.3). For a more detailed discussion of 

the regularity of the solution of an eUiptic equation see [12],[18]. Recall that in 

the proof of the proposition 2.1, the solution u to the forward problem is given 

as u =^ V + <p, where <p G ir-^(fi) is chosen to satisfy the condition (p |ro= 9, and v 

is a solution to the elliptic variational problem 

ip \7v • V7? dx = — / ip \/ ^ • \/v dx (2.17) 
Jn Jn 

for all 77 G I^. It can be shown [14], that using the averaging operators, (p can 

be chosen such that (p G C""(fi5), where fi^ = fi — {^-neighborhood of F Q } . 

Then, if ip{x) G C''{Cl), we have that ip \J <p ^ C''{Cts), and according to results 

of elliptic regularity theory [12], it follows that v G C'''^^{Cls). Consequently, 

V + ^ = u e C'+^ns). 
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Also, note that the above results can be applied to the case where ip is a 

piecewise smooth function, in which case u and consequently u |ri are piecewise 

smooth. This is of interest in app;ications since within the regions of different 

conductivity, e.g., lungs and bones, it can be assumed that conductivity is a 

smooth function [6]. 

So far we have shown that , under the above mentioned assumptions, the 

mathematical formulation of the inverse problem has a unique solution; tha t 

is, we estabhshed the existence of an inverse A~^ of the operator A, mapping 

the body surface potentials / to the epicardial potentials g. Note tha t A~^ is 

not defined for aU functions in L^{Ti), but only for functions in the range of 

the operator A. Moreover, from the uniqueness of the solution to the inverse 

problem, it follows that A~^ is injective. We will show in the next section that 

the instabihty of the solution to the inverse problem is the consequence of the 

fact that the operator A~^ is not continuous. 

To solve the inverse problem in a more practical setting, one needs to utilize 

a numerical method, since the body surface potential function / is known only 

discretely. In other words, the Dirichlet boundary condition on Fi for the inverse 

problem is given as 

u{xi) = f{xi) i = 1,2,...,L,. 

There has been considerable effort directed at solving the inverse problem using 

numerical methods [10], [11], [7], [9]. The main difficulty encountered in this work 

is the instability of the solution; that is, small perturbations in the electrical (or 

geometrical) data result in highly oscillatory solutions. In the following section, 

we will show that such instability is inherent in our model by showing tha t our 

inverse problem is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [19]. We will also discuss 

the standard method of regularization used to reduce the inverse problem to a 

stable (well-posed) problem. 

2.3 Regtdarization of the Inverse Problem 

We prove the ill-posedness of the inverse problem by showing tha t the op

erator A is a compact operator from 5'-^/^(Fo) to i ^ ( F i ) , and consequently the 

inverse operator A~^ is an unbounded operator. Also, we present a particular 
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regularization method and discuss the problem of the error estimation for the 

inverse solution. 

The following proposition gives the theoretical reason for the instability of 

the solution to the inverse problem. 

Propos i t i on 2.2 The operator A : ir-^/^(Fo) —> -^^(Ti) is compact. 

Proof: From the trace theorem 2.1, and the inequality (2.8) of the proposition 

2.1, we have that 

\\-^9\\m/^r,) < c||ti||Hi(n) < C'||fir||jj-i/2(ro), 

which implies that the operator A is a bounded operator from jy-^''^(Fo) to 

H^^^{Ti). Hence, A maps a bounded set X from ir^/^(Fo) to a bounded set A{X) 

in H^/\Ti). From the compactness of the imbedding of H^^^{Ti) into i ^ (F i ) ( 

see [12]), it follows that A{X) is a compact subset of X^(Fi), and consequently 

the operator A : If^/^(Fo) —> ^^(^ i ) is compact. 

D 

As a corollary to the above proposition, it follows from a well known theo

rem in functional analysis [14], that the inverse operator A~^ is an unbounded 

operator. Equivalently, the solution to the inverse problem does not depend 

continuously on the data; that is, if {/AT} denotes a sequence of function that 

converges to the body surface potentials / in the range of the operator A, then 

A~^fN niay not converge to the epicardial potentials g ~ A~^f. In order to obtain 

a meaningful solution to the inverse problem, one needs to utihze a regularization 

method in order to obtain a stable inverse solution. Following Tikhonov [20], for 

a compact set X C JC^(FO) with A{X) = Y, the operator A~^ restricted to Y 

is continuous; hence, stability can be obtained if a solution is sought in a given 

compact set X C i^(Fo). Consequently, if f,fN^Y for all N, then f^ —> f 

implies A~^ f^ = 9N —^ 9 = -^^^f- We will call this a priori chosen compact set 

X a solution set. 

In the apphcations, since we will be given only discrete data, the approxima

tion fff of the body surface potentials / on Fi may not lie in Y. Moreover, it may 

not lie in the range of the operator A, and in that case, A~^ f^ may not have a 
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meaning. As we will see in chapter 4, there are no effective criteria allowing us to 

establish that / = limN^^ofN belongs to Y. Therefore, we need to introduce the 

notion of a quasi-solution g G X , for arbitrary / G L^i^i). The idea is standard 

and simple. We consider the function / G A{X) closest to / and choose g G X 

such that Ag = f. We give a rigorous definition of a quasi-solution. 

Def in i t ion 2.2 Given a compact set X C L2{To) and f G L2{Ti), we call a 

quasi-solution to the inverse problem (1.4—1.6) a point g G X , for which \\Ag — f\\ 

attains a minimum in X. 

Existence of a quasi-solution follows from the existence of the function / G A(X) , 

since A{X) is compact. Moreover, if A(X) is strictly convex, then such / i s unique 

and depends continuously on / . This result was shown for general Banach spaces 

by Ivanov [21]. In our case we wiU see that it follows from lemma 2.3 shown later 

in this section. 

Under the conditions of the above theorem, if /jv is an approximate value of 

/ G L^{Ti),f = Ag, then as /jv converges to / , the quasi-solution g^f converges 

to a (quasi-) solution g independently of fpf belonging to Y. Note that L^(Fi) 

as a Hilbert space is strictly convex, and therefore the inverse problem can be 

reduced to a well-posed problem for any solution set X that is compact and 

convex. The optinaal choice of such a set depends on physical chaxacteristics of 

each problem. We wiU discuss the choice of a solution set for the inverse problem 

(1.4 — 1.6) in chapter 3. 

The method of regularization presented above is only one of the known (de

terministic) methods, where a priori information about the solution is utilized to 

impose constraints on the solution. For example, one may impose bounds on the 

norm of the solution and its derivatives and in this way determine the solution 

set X . Another widely used regularization method, introduced by Tikhonov, 

requires solving the following minimization problem: 

Tmn\\Ag-f\\+\F{g), (2.18) 
9 

where A > 0, is called a regularization parameter, and F is a non-negative convex 

functional. Commonly used are the functional of the type F{g) = [\Bg\\, where 
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B is an operator acting on i^(Fo), for example, the gradient or the Laplacian 

operator. 

It was shown by Vasin [23] that the problem of finding the quasi-solution 

of the definition 2.2 in some solution set X = {g e L^i^o) \ \\Bg\\ < R} is 

equivalent to solving the above minimization problem (2.18) for some choice of 

the regularization parameter A. 

Among other regularization methods reported in the literature, one may dis-

tingtdsh the statistical method, where the instability is overcome by utilizing a 

priori statistical information, such as the mean and the variance of the solution. 

Also frequently used is the method of filtered singular value decomposition. For 

a detailed discussion on regularization, see Tikhonov [20] and Lavrentiev [19]. 

It is also of great importance to achieve reasonable estimates on the error for 

the approximation ^jy of the (quasi-)solution g in X . An important role in such 

error estimation is played by the modulus of continuity u}{6,X) of the inverse 

operator A~^ defined as, 

uj{6,X) = sup \\gi -5-211, gi,g2 e X, (2.19) 

given the condition that 

11^51 - Ag2\\ < 8. 

We will also consider the modulus of continuity u}[6, X)oo for the supremum norm 

u}{6,X)oo = sup \gi{x) - g2{x)\, 51,52 G X, a; G Fo, (2.20) 

under the condition that 

IIA51 - A52II < 6. 

Therefore, if / i , /2 belong to Y" = A(X) and the L^ norm of their difference is less 

than or equal to 8, then the error of the corresponding solutions gi = A~^fi,92 = 

A~^f2 does not exceed a;(^, X ) . 

The next lemma shows that the above definition of modulus of continuity 

of the inverse operator A~^ applies not only for the approximations of the body 

surface potentials / in the compact set Y = A{X), but also for the approximation 

of an arbitrary / in X^(Fi). 
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Lemma 2.3 Let X be a compact convex subset of L^{To). Then, for any / i , /2 G 

i/^(Fi) such that 

II / i - /2 II < 8, 

the corresponding quasi-solutions 51,52 G X satisfy 

\\g^-g2\\<u^{8,X). (2.21) 

Proof: From the definition 2.2 of the quasi-solution, we see that each fi = Agi, 

i = 1, 2, is an element of A[X) satisfying 

| | / , - / , | | = min | | / , - / | | , i = l,2. (2.22) 

Now, from the definition 2.19 of the modulus of continuity, we observe that it is 

sufficient to show that 

| | / i - / 2 | | < | | / i - / 2 | | , (2.23) 

since 

II / i - A II < II fi- f2\\<8 impHes || 51 - 52 || < ^^{8, X). 

To show (2.23) we have 

|2 
' 2 I II/1-/2II ' = II /1- /1 + / 1 - / 2 + / 2 - / 2 

= | | / l - / l | r + l | /l-/2ir + ll/2-/2ir + 

+ 2 ( / i - / i , / i - /2) + 2 ( / i - / i , / 2 - /2) + 2 ( / i - / 2 , /2 - / 2 ) . 

But clearly, 

II / l - / l ir + II /2 - /2 II' + 2(/l - / l , /2 - /2) > 0, 

and it follows that 

II / i - /2 ir > II / i - h ir + 2(/i - / i , / i - h) + 2(/i - /2, /2 - /2). (2.24) 

Next we show that 

( / i - / i , / i - / 2 ) > 0 . (2.25) 
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We will use the contradiction argument. Suppose that 

( / i - / i , / i - / 2 ) < 0 . 

Noting that the set X is convex, we have that 

{l-t)h+tf2^X, i G [ 0 , l ] , 

and it follows that 

| | / l - ( l - i ) / l - i / 2 | | ' = | | / l - / l - i ( / 2 - / l ) i r 

= II /i - h f + A\ h - h \? + 2i(/i - Lh - h). 

Then for i = io, where 

0 < i„ < -^ iA^Ai i i i^ , 
II h - h V 

and 

;i = ( i - i o ) / i + io/2, 

we have that 

| | / i - / ^ | | < | | / i - / i | | . 

We reached a contradiction to (2.22), and therefore the inequality (2.25) holds. 

Similarly, we can show that 

( / i - / 2 , / 2 - / 2 ) > 0 , (2.26) 

and (2.23) follows from (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26). 

D 

Similarly, we can show that the above lemma holds also for a>(^, X)oo. The 

above lemma 2.3 shows that for an approximation /jv G i ^ (F i ) of / = Ag, the 

modulus of continuity a;(^, X ) (or a;(5, X)oo) is an upper bound for the deviation 

of the quasi-solution 5jv from the solution g ^ X. In the case when the solution 

set X is chosen such that g does not belong to X , the modulus of continuity gives 
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an upper bound for the deviation of the quasi-solution g^ from the quasi-solution 

-geX. 
Note that the inequality (2.23) impHes that there is a unique "projection" 

of an arbitrary element of L'^{Vi) onto X . Consequently, since A'^ maps set Y 

in a one-to-one fashion onto the set X , it follows that the quasi-solution to the 

inverse problem is unique. Similarly, from the continuity of the operator A~'^ 

on y = A{X) and the inequality (2.23) it follows that the quasi-solution to the 

inverse problem depends continuously on the data / . 

Furthermore, for any nonempty convex compact set X , the exact upper bound 

is reached in (2.19) and (2.20), since the norm is a continuous function on X . 

Hence, we can replace in the definitions of the modulus of continuity (2.19), and 

(2.20), sup | | 5 i -52 I I , 5 I , 5 2 G X by max ||5i - 52II, gi^g^^X. 

Finally, note that the modulus of continuity is based on a known accuracy of 

the approximation of the body surface potentials / . Consequently, to obtain a 

meaningful inverse solution, one needs to consider the following two problems: 

a) the problem of approximation of the body surface potentials, and 

b) the problem of choosing the appropriate regularization parameters. 

In the remaining part of this dissertation, we wiU investigate some aspects 

of the above two problems based on idealized geometry of the torso system. We 

believe that the knowledge gained from such a simpHfied model will provide useful 

insight in more compHcated models. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SPHERICAL MODEL 

In the present chapter we study the inverse problem on an idealized spher

ical model of concentric spheres representing the heart-torso system, under the 

additional assumption of constant conductivity ip{x) = ipQ. In section 3.1 we re

formulate the inverse problem based on the above assumptions and discuss some 

properties of spherical harmonic functions. In section 3.2 we give the solution 

to the forward problem, and derive representations for the operators A and A~^. 

We also briefly discuss the properties of the eigenvalues of the inverse operator 

A~^ that are indicative of the magnitude of the instability of the inverse problem. 

In section 3.3 we introduce a method of constructing a solution set X , and dis

cuss the properties of functions X obtained by such a construction. In addition, 

we derive a form of the quasi-solution g to the inverse problem, for an arbitrary 

body surface potentials / G JL^(FI) . In the last section we calculate lower and 

upper bounds for the modulus of continuity ijj[8, X)oo and u}(8, X ) , based on some 

specific choices of the solution set X . 

3.1 Preliminary Remarks and Definitions 

In what follows, let fii denote the unit ball in R^ centered at the origin, and 

Fi = 80.1, the unit sphere S^. The region fio will represent a ball of radius ro, 

0 < ro < 1, also centered at the origin, and Fo its surface. Also, we assume that 

the conductivity tp of the region fi is constant; in other words, we assume that 

the region f2 is a homogeneous medium. 

Under these assumptions, the forward problem reduces to the following mixed 

boundary value problem for Laplace's equation 

24 
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Au{x) = 0 

u{x) = g{x) 

du{x)/dn = 0 

in Q 

on Fo 

on Fi 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

A7i(a;) = 

u(x) -

du(x)/dn = 

= 0 

= m 
= 0 

in 0 

on Fi 

on Fi 

with solution given by / = u | r j . 

Similarly, the inverse problem takes the form 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

with solution 5 = xi |r„. 

In the following we identify the spheres FQ and Fi, by identifying the points 

with the same spherical coordinates (6,^), and we use the same surface element 

dS = sin6ddd(p for both spheres. Consequently, we identify the spaces i^(Fo) 

and L^[Ti), but it will be convenient to use a separate notation to distinguish 

between the functions in the domain of the operator A and those in the range 

of A. Also we wiU denote a point on Fi or Fo interchangeably by x or by {6,^), 

where 0 < ^ < 7r, 0 < ^ < 27r. 

Let Hn denote the space of homogeneous, harmonic polynomials in three 

variables of degree n, restricted to the surface of the unit sphere S^. Then any 

element Yn{6,(p) of ff„ is an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 

1 5 . _9 1 ( dV 

^'- sinede^'"" de^sin'e[d<p) 

with eigenvalue A„ = 71(71 + 1), hence 

A . y „ + 7i(7i-M)F„ = 0. (3.7) 

It is well known [14], that the dimension of 5 „ is 272, + 1. We will denote by 

{Y.;^{e,(p)}^^Q the maximal orthonormal set of elements in F „ , such that 
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•/S2 
Y:rYtds = 8 mil 

where 8.mi is the Kronecker symbol. 

The function Y:^{6,<p) is called a spherical harmonic function of degree n and 

order m, and it admits the following representation 

' ^/^Pn{cosB) 

Y:r{o,<i>) = { ^I^^^PJ icose)sin^cP 

when 77Z = 0 

when m is even 

^l^^^^p:^{cose)cos^cP when m is odd. 

Here P„(cos^) denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree n, and P^(cos^) the 

associated Legendre function of degree n and order m. A more detailed discussion 

on spherical harmonics can be found in Hobson [24] and MacRobert [25]. 

The set of spherical harmonics of all degrees and all orders {Y^{6, ^)}^:ro,i,'-M' " 

forms a complete orthonormal system of functions on S^{ see [14]); in particular, 

/ Y:'YldS = 8rr.l8r.k. 

Js^ 

Consequently, any g G i^(5^) can be expanded in a series of spherical harmonics 
oo 2n 

9{0,<P) = EE<Y^(^^^)^ (3.8) 
n=Om=0 

that converges to g in the mean, and the coefficients a " satisfy 

a^ = J^j{e,<p)Y:'{e,cp)ds. 

Denote by Vd the linear space of all function in three variables, which restricted 

to Fi are represented by polynomials of degree d or less. The space Vd admits 

the following orthogonal decomposition with respect to the L^- inner product 

Vd= ®s.-
n = 0 

(3.9) 
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The dimension of P^ is M = {d+lf, and any element pEVd can be represented 

as a hnear combination of the basis elements {y„"(^,^)}^^o°^"'d"! in the form 

d 2n 

K̂ >'̂ ) = E E c o ^ , ' ? ^ ) . (3.10) 
n=0 m=0 

We will call such p G "Pd a polynomial of degree d. 

Finally, there is an equivalent representation of the Sobolev space H'{S^), 

s > 0 (see [12]), given by 

oo 2n 

H-{S') = {g G L\S') I Y.Hn + 1))̂  ^ « ) ^ < oo }. (3.11) 
n=0 m=0 

The relation between the spaces H'{S^) and C''{S^) has been investigated [12], 

and it is well known that given any subset f of 5" ,̂ 

H'{t)cC''{f), for s>k + l. (3.12) 

That is, each / G H"{V) is equal almost everywhere to a unique function in 

C (F) and this identification is continuous. The above relation (3.12) enables us 

to think of an element / in the space H'[S^), 5 > 1, as a function in the space 

C^'~^\S^), where [s] denotes the integral part of 5, when s is not an integer, and 

as a function in the space C'~^{S^) when s is an integer. 

With the above formulation of the forward and the inverse problems we obtain 

in the following section the solutions to both problems. 

3.2 Solutions to the Forward and the Inverse Problems 

Given the assumptions on the geometry introduced in the previous section, 

we now construct a solution to the forward problem (3.1 - 3.3), based on the 

spherical harmonics expansion (3.8) of the epicardial potentials g. Furthermore, 

we derive a series and an integral representation for the operators A and A~ ; 

consequently, we obtain a form for the solution to the inverse problem (3 .4 -3 .6 ) . 

Finally, we discuss the instabihty of the solution to the inverse problem based on 

the properties of the eigenvalues of the inverse operator A~ . 

vr-r-;ri-ii-^-::^-:rvt^i;fi-;Tn:xirr:-i;T:-:i--'Lgv 
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Let 5 G i2(Fo) be arbitrary, with the spherical harmonics expansion 

oo 2n 

5(̂ '<̂ ) = E E < 0 ^ , ^ ) , (3.13) 
n=0T7i=0 

where 0 < ^ < TT, 0 < ^ < 27r, and the series (3.13) converges to g in the mean. 

Using the standard technique of separation of variables, we can obtain a 

solution to the forward problem (3.1 - 3.3) in the form of an infinite series 

~ ^ (7x + l ) r " + 7ir-"-i 
u{r,e,cP) = Y:J: l + ^L,^^-n-^<y-{e,<P), (3.14) 

where ro < r < 1. To simpHfy the notation let 

„ , , (71 + l ) r " + 7zr-"-^ 

The series (3.14) representing the solution u then becomes 

oo 2n 

u=u(r,e,4>) = E E Rn{r,ro)a^Y:r{S,<P). (3.16) 
71=0 m = 0 

Note that in this case the solution u to the forward problem (3.1 — 3.3) is well 

defined for all 5 G £^(Fo) and, as it will be shown later in lemma 3.1, it is a real 

analytic function in fi. 

Furthermore, from this representation of the solution to the forward problem, 

we obtain the following series representation for the operator A 

00 2n 

M^A) = E E Rn{hro)a-Y-{e,<P). (3.17) 
n=0 m=0 

To better understand the properties of the operator A, we derive an integral 

representation of A via the integral representation of the solution u{r,6,<p). If 

we assume that the series (3.13) converges uniformly, then by substituting the 

coefficients a^ of g where 

a - = / g{e,cP)Y:'{e,cP)dS 
JTO 
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into (3.16), we have 

. oo 2n 

u{r,e,cP) = / E E Rn{r,To)g{e,^)Y:r{OA)Y:'{e,cP)dS. (3.18) 
•'^''71=0 771=0 

Now we recall the Addition Formula for spherical harmonics 

E Y-{e,cP)YXO,^) = i ^ ! i ± i l p „ ( c o s 7 ) , (3.19) 
m=0 ^'^ 

where Pn{x) denotes the Legendre polynomial of order n, 7 denotes the angle 

that the arc along a great circle from x = {6,(p) to a = {6,^) subtends at the 

origin, and 

cos(7) = cos 6 cos 9 -]- sinO sin 0 cos{(p — 4>), 

represents the dot product x • x. The proof of the above formula can be found in 

Muller [29]. 

Then from (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain the integral representation, 

1 r - - °° 
u{r,e,<P) = — / g{e,<P)Y.{2n + l)R^{r,ro)Pr.{cos^)dS, (3.20) 

for the solution u to the forward problem (3.1 - 3.3). It follows from (3.20) that 

the operator A has also the integral representation 

Ag{e,<P) = — / g{e,(P)Y,{2n + l)Rr.{l,T,)P^{cosf)dS, (3.21) 
47r Jro „^o 

with kernel 

K{l,ro,l) = K{{l,e,cP),{r^,e,'^)) =Y.i'^n + l)Rr.{l,r^)Pn{cos-f). (3.22) 
n=0 

L e m m a 3.1 The kernel K{l,ro,j) is bounded by a constant c that depends only 

on T-Q. 

Proof: First we observe that for n > 1 

on m) "^-^^^ T < ^ ^ < 3 < ^ ' - (3.23) 
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Then, using the above bound (3.23), together with the fact that \Pr,{cosj)\ < 1 

for 71 > 0, we have that 

\J2{'^n + l)R^{l,ro)P4cosj)\ < J2i'^n + l)R^{l,ro) < 
Ti=0 n=0 

< l + f:3(27z + l ) r r ^ < 1 + 3 r o ( - ^ + - ^ ^ ) . 
n=l 1 - 7-0 (1 - VoY 

From the two representations (3.17) and (3.21) of the operator A, and the 

lemma 3.1, we obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.1 The operator A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, hence compact, 

with eigenvalues A„ — Rn{l,ro). Moreover, from the inequality (3.23) it follows 

that E~=o K<°° f°^ allp>0. 

From the above discussion, we observe that A plays a role of a smoothing operator 

in the sense that it transforms a very irregular function g into a smooth function 

/ . Note that this smoothing property of the operator A is the result of the 

smoothing effect of the distance between FQ and Fi on the epicardial potentials. 

Propos i t i on 3.1 If A is the operator defined in (3.17), then 

A{L'{To)) C C°°(Fi). 

Moreover, any f G A{L^{To)) is a real analytic function. 

Proof: Let g G -^^(Fo) be arbitrary, with spherical harmonics expansion 

oo 2n 

9{0,<P) = j:i:<Y^i^^^)^ (3.24) 
n=Om=0 

that converges to g in the mean. 

For ro <r < r^^, and any positive integer k we define the function 

u, = u,{r,e,<p) = f:£i^±ll^;±^a-yr(^,^) 
(7i + l)r^ + 7iro' 

X:E^(^'^OK^„"^(^,<^)-

n=Om=0 

k 271 

n=Om-0 
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Then, the sequence {Uk{x)}k=o,i,2,... converges in the mean to 

oo 2n 

U = U[r,e,cP) = ^ Y : Mr,ro)a-Y-{B,cP), 
n=Om=0 

because from the inequaHty (3.23) it foUows that i2n(r,ro) < 3, for ro < r < r-^\ 

Moreover, each Uk is a harmonic function, since it is a Hnear combination of 

harmonic functions of the form r^'Y^ and r-^-iF^™. Thus, we showed that a 

sequence of harmonic functions Uk converges to U in the mean, and consequently, 

from a result of potential theory [13], page 268, it foUows that [/ is a harmonic 

function for ro < r < r ^ \ and, U{l,B,<p) = Ag is real analytic. 

D 

Now, based on the series representation (3.17) of the operator A we derive 

a representation for the inverse operator A~'^; hence, we obtain the solution to 

the inverse problem ( 3 . 4 - 3 . 6 ) . Let the body surface potentials / , with spherical 

harmonics expansion 

oo 271 

M</') = EEC>T(^,<^), 
71=0 m = 0 

belong to the range of the operator A. Then the inverse operator A~^ is defined 

as 
oo 2n 

A-'f{e,<P) =Y:Y. R-'{hroKY-ie,4>), (3.25) 
71=0 7n=0 

and consequently, the solution to the inverse problem is given by the above series 

(3.25). From this form of the solution it can be seen that the instabihty of the 

inverse problem is due to the eigenvalues il~^(l,ro) of the inverse operator A~^. 

Note that i?~-^(l,ro) grows asymptotically as r^"~'^, 0 < ro < 1, and therefore the 

degree of the instability of the solution to the inverse problem is a function of the 

magnitude of ro- As an example illustrating the magnitudes of the eigenvalues 

i?~^(l,ro) of the inverse operator A~''-, we choose two values for ro and n. First, 

if T-o = 0.4 we have 

i^^o^(l,0.4)silO^ and 7^2-0^(1,0.4) =̂  10^ 
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Now, if ro = 0.8 we have 

i?ro'(l,0.8) % 1 0 \ and i?2-o'(l,0.8) % lO^. 

To clearly see the role played by the eigenvalues R-\l,ro) of A-\ consider the 

approximation / of the body surface potentials / with the spherical harmonics 

expansion 
oo 2n 

M^) = EE^n5T(^,<^). (3.26) 
n = 0 771=0 

We can immediately observe that if the approximation / G L^{Ti) has coefficients 

6™ such that R~'^{l,ro)b'^ does not converge to zero as n goes to infinity, then 

A~'^f, given as in (3.25), wiU not have a meaning. In the case when A''^f belongs 

to I'^(Fo), the (L^) distance between the epicardial potentials g = A~'^f and the 

recovered inverse solution g = A~^f is given by 

oo 271 

M-V-^-Vir = EE^n^(^n-W-
71=0 771 = 0 

It follows that the rate of convergence of e" = 6" — 6™ must be greater than 

that of i l „ ( l , ro ) , in order for the error \\g — g\\ to be a finite number. It is often 

the case that the approximation / takes the form of a truncated series of (3.26). 

Then if e^il~-^(l,ro) does not converge to zero as n goes to infinity, adding more 

terms to the expansion of / will result in increase in the [L^) distance between 

A~^f and A~^f. For example, let /jv be an approximation to / given as 

N 271 

/iv(̂ ,<̂ ) = EECiT(^>'^), 
n = 0 771=0 

and suppose that we can obtain for the error e™ the foUowing estimate 

r - C 

where 

n<N, 771 = 0 , 1 , . . . , 271 and 3 < / < A; < oo. 
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Then it follows that 

n=N+l Tn=Q 

and it is easUy seen that fpf converges to f as N goes to infinity. But the error 

in the inverse solution 

JV 271 

\\A-'f - .4-Vjvir > y y — -

diverges to infinity as N goes to infinity since R^{l,ro) tends to zero exponen-

tiaUy. We wiU discuss the estimation for the error e^ in more detail in chapter 4. 

In the apphcations, it is often difficult to have exact estimates on b'^ or e™, 

and regularization, as described in section 2 of chapter 3, is a necessary step in 

obtaining a meaningful solution to the inverse problem. In the foUowing section 

we discuss the problem of choosing a solution set X . Furthermore, we derive the 

form of a quasi-solution to the inverse problem for a given solution set X . 

3.3 The Solution Set and the Quasi-Solution 

As it was pointed out in the previous chapter, an important part in the 

regularization scheme is the choice of a solution set X . Here we adopt a commonly 

used method for specifying a compact convex set X . We introduce a compact 

operator T : L^{To) —> JL^(FO), and take as a solution set the image of the ball 

BR = {T; G L^{TO) : ||7^|| < R} under the operator T 

XR = TBR. 

The resulting set XR is compact and convex, and the notation X^ wiU be used 

to denote the dependence of the set X on the radius R. Choices of T and R, 

that define the solution set XR as above, depend on the characteristics of the 

particular problem. Here we discuss the properties of a solution set X^ = TBR, 

where T wiU denote a compact operator acting on i/^(Fo) with eigenvalues A„, 

corresponding to eigenfunctions y„ G Hr, of the Laplace-Beltrami operator A . . 

Therefore, for g G i^(Fo) given by (3.13), the operator T is defined as 

OO 2 n 

Tg{e,<P) = Y.i:^r.a-Y-{e,<P). (3.27) 
71=0 m = 0 
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Note that the properties of functions in the solution set XR are determined by 

the rate of convergence of the eigenvalues A„. The greater the rate of convergence 

to zero of the eigenvalues A„ the smoother the functions in X^. Next we present 

conditions for the eigenvalues A„ so that the image of an arbitrary function 

v G L^{To) under the operator T, g = Tv, is an element of the space H'{To). 

Propos i t ion 3.2 A sufficient condition for g G T{L^{To)) to belong to the space 

H'CTQ), S >0, is that the eigenvalues A„ of the operator T satisfy 

| A J < , , f . . . ,,, 7 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . (3.28) 
(7Z(71 -j- 1)) ' ' ' ' 

where C is a constant that does not depend on n, and \Q < oo. 

Moreover, if there exists 7 > 0, such that 

|A„ |<ce-^" , 71 = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . , (3.29) 

then g is real analytic. 

Proof: Let v denote an arbitrary element of ^^(ro) with spherical harmonic 

00 2 n 
expansion 

00 2 n 

n = 0 771=0 

Then from the condition (3.28) it foUows that 

0 0 271 00 271 

E(-(-+ i))'̂ n E (cr < E E (O^ < °°' 
„ _ 0 771=0 n = 0 " 1 = 0 

and from the equivalent characterization of the space H'{To) given by (3.11), we 

have that Tv G H'{To). To show that the condition (3.29) impHes smoothness 

of Tv, consider the function 

00 2 n 

r̂-,0,< )̂ = E^"^"ECiT(^'<^)' 
n=0 m=0 

where 0 < r < e^. It foUows that w G L^{To), since 

2TI ^^ ^"^ 

EE(-"^"'=n)'^^S('"^'^°°-
7^0 7^0 n=Om=0 

. .^.n^u'-JUHUWl 
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Now, as in proposition 3.1, we can show that w{r,e,(p) is harmonic for all 

0 < r < e^, and consequently we deduce that w{l,6,(p) = Tv is real analytic. 

D 

Note that from the relation (3.12) between ir ' '(ro) and C"=(Fo), it foUows 

that the condition (3.28) on the eigenvalues A^ is a sufficient condition for Tv G 

(7'=(Fo), for 5 > A; + 1. 

From the above lemma we see how the a priori information about the epi

cardial potentials g, in the form of a bound on the magnitude of g and some 

smoothness properties of g, can be used to choose the solution set X^. But even 

in the case when there is no information about the smoothness properties of the 

solution 5 available, we can still assure that g can be approximated to an ar

bitrary degree of accuracy using quasi-solutions from X^, given an appropriate 

choice of R. To see this we present the following lemma. 

L e m m a 3.2 The operator T defined as (3.27), with eigenvalues \n ^ 0, n — 

1,2,. . . , satisfies 

T{L\To)) = i ' ( r o ) . (3.30) 

Proof: First we observe that just as for the operator A we can derive an integral 

representation for T in the form 

Tg(e, <P) = — [ 9[h ^) E ( 2 n + l)XnPn{cosj)dS, (3.31) 
47r JTO „=O 

with a symmetric kernel 

oo 

K{{e, <p), e, 4>)) = E ( 2 " + i)^nP7i(co57), 
71=0 

and consequently, T is a self-adjoint operator. Also, given g G L^{To) with 

spherical harmonics expansion (3.24), it foUows from the definition (3.27) of the 

operator T, that if Tg = 0, then A„a- = 0 for aU 7i and m. But the condition 

A„ ^ 0 impHes that 5 = 0. Hence, the nuU space of T = T' contains only the 

zero element and the lemma foUows from the decomposition of L^{To), 

L'{To) = T{L'{To)) ® N{r) = T{L'{To)). 
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As a corollary to the above lemma, we can observe that for an appropriate 

choice of the bound R, the solution set XR = TBR, where T has nonzero eigen

values, is a dense subset of some ball BR^, containing the solution to the inverse 

problem. 

Next, based on the above construction of the solution set XR = TBR, we 

will derive the quasi-solution of the problem Ag = f. Note that the quasi-

solution is an element of the solution set X^ and exists for an arbitrary function 

/ representing the body surface potentials. 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3 Let f G L^(Fi), with the spherical harmonics expansion 

oo 2TI 

M<̂ ) = EECiT(^,</')-
71=0 771=0 

Then the quasi-solution g e XR C L^{TQ) of the inverse problem (1.4 - 1.6) has 

the form, 

oo 271 \ 2 

KM^^^oK Y"'(e,(P), (3.32) 

where r = 0 if 

\ 2 oo 2n / Lm 

y y i -^ r <R\ (3-33) 

and T is a root of the equation 

2 
~ ^ / &-AA(l ,r-o) \ ^ ^2 (3.34) 

if 

oo 271 / 7,771 \ ^ „ , 

EE '—-̂ — '̂ ^^ 
71=0 771=0 

^nR^{hro) 
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Proof: By the definition (2.2), the quasi-solution g G X^, 

oo 271 

5(̂ '<̂ ) = EE<5r(^ ,^ ) , 
71=0 771=0 

is the minimum of the functional 

oo 271 

71=0 7>1=0 

given the condition that 

EE(^(l,^o)a;r-C)% (3.35) 

oo 271 / „ 7 7 l v 2 

E E ^ < R'-
71=0 771=0 ^ ' ^ 7 1 / 

First, note that if (3.33) is satisfied, then / G A{XR), and 

oo 271 7771 

5(̂ '<?̂ ) = E E ^ ^ i r ( ^ , ^ ) 
7i=0 7 n = 0 - " ^ ( l ' ' ^ 0 j 

is the exact solution of Ag = f. 

Now, if the inequaHty (3.33) is not satisfied, consider the problem of finding 

the minimum of (3.35) under the constraint 

oo 271 / „ 7 7 l \ 2 

E E f = Rl 
71=0 7 n = 0 

where R^ < Ris fixed. Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, we obtain 

the following system of equations 

a™ 
( i2„ ( l , ro )a - - h^)R^[l,ro) + >^^2R]I^,,^) = 0' ^^' ^^ ^^^-

Therefore, it follows that 

_ ^71^(^1 ^o)^" C3 3g\ 
" ' A ^ i ? 2 ( l , . o ) + r ' 

_77l 

and T is a root of the equation 

V V I ^n^nRnihro) \ ^ 2_ (3 .37 ) 
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Substituting (3.36) into (3.35), we see that the minimum of the functional (3.35) 

is given by 

oo 2n / ^jT, 

EE 
^ 0 7 ^ O V ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 1 , ^ O ) + T ; ' 

which is an increasing function of r . Therefore, the minimum of (3.35) is attained 

for the smaUest possible value of r . From the constraint (3.37) we can observe 

that T is minimal when Ri = R, and the condition (3.34) foUows. FinaUy, from 

(3.36) we obtain the series representation (3.32) of the quasi-solution g to the 

inverse problem. 

D 

Before we derive bounds for the modulus of continuity of the inverse operator 

A~^, we introduce an equivalent form for the modulus of continuity based on the 

solution set XR. Given our choice of the solution set XR, the definition 2.19 of 

the modulus of continuity a;(^, X^) takes the form 

a;((^,XB) = max lITi;! — r7;2||, (3.38) 

where the maximum is taken over aU Vi,V2 G L^{To) such that 

\\vi\\<R, \\V2\\<R, 

and 

\\ATvi - ATv2\\ <8, 

with a similar definition for U}{8,XR)OO- TO derive bounds on U}{8,XR), as in [22] 

we first introduce the foUowing simpler function 

a;i(^,Xii) = max||r7;| | , (3.39) 

subject to the constraints 

11̂ II < R, and \\ATv\\ < 8. 

file:////ATvi
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We observe that as a result of the Hnearity of the operator T, it foUows that 

^I{8,XR)<L,{8,XR). 

since 

Ikijl < R, \\v2\\ < i? => ||7;i - 7;2i| < 2R, 

and therefore the maximum of ||r7;i - r-y2||, under the conditions 

Ihill < -R, 111̂211 < R, \\ATvi - TAv2\\ < 8 

is less than or equal to the maximum of ||r(7;i - 7;2)||, under the conditions 

l k i - ' " 2 | | <2 i? , \\ATv\\ <8. 

The next lemma gives the exact relation between U}{8,XR) and U}I{8,XR). 

L e m m a 3.3 Given U}{8,XR) and WI{8,XR) defined as in (3.38) and (3.39), re

spectively, then 

U}{8,XR) =U}I{8,X2R). 

Proof: Let t;,'yi,i;2 G -^^(Fo) and v = Vi — V2- Then 

ll'Ĵ ill < R, \\v2\\ < R impHes H î - i;2|| < 2R, 

and from the definitions 3.38 and 3.39 we have that 

U}{8,XR) <U}I{8,X2R)-

On the other hand, given v such that ||7;|| < 2R, we can define 

V —V 

^1 = 2 ' ^^ = T ' 

so that ll'yill < R , \\v2\\ < R, and it follows that 

U}I{8,X2R) <I.O{8,XR). 

D 

file:////ATvi
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Similarly, we can define U}I{8,XR)^, and show the property of the above 

lemma 3.3. Note that according to the above lemma 3.3, to find bounds for the 

modulus of continuity IV{8,XR)^ and OJ{8,XR), it is sufficient to find bounds for 

U;I{8,XR)OO and a;i(^, X^) , respectively. 

In the foUowing section we derive upper and lower bounds on U}I{8,XR)OO and 

U}I{8,XR). 

3.4 Error Bounds for the Inverse Solution 

In the present section we derive lower and upper bounds on the modulus of 

continuity (J^I{8,XR)OO for a solution set X^ that consists of continuous functions 

defined on Fo. We also give sufficient a condition for the operator T to define a 

solution set XR C C(Fo). Furthermore, we calculate bounds on U}I{8,XR) for a 

particular choice of the solution set X^ that consists of smooth functions. 

Let us first consider U;I{8,XR)OO, where 

U^I{8,XR)^ = max \Av{x)\, \\v\\ < R, (3.40) 
v(x)eXR 

under the condition 

\\ATv\\ < 8. 

Consider Tv = g with spherical harmonics expansion 

oo 271 

9{ej) = T.E<Y-ie,<p). 
71=0 771=0 

Then the definition of iVi{8,XR)^ becomes 

U}I{8,XR)OO =niax\g{0,(p)\, 

under the conditions 

o o 271 771 . 

'S-Y < R\ (3.41) EE(r-) -^' 
71=0 771=0 ' ^ n 

and 

*-<vvvT>mB<rBJH»B??Ji'r?SIi!!W5S'PBa5?S?3 
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oo 2n 

71=0 771=0 

Now, let 9 = gN + 9N, where 

EE«-R7i(l,ro))='<^l (3.42) 

anc 

N 271 

71=0 771=0 

OO 271 

9N{S.<I>)= E E<Yn"'iO,<P). 
n=N+l 771=0 

Also,let 

N 271 

SN = max l̂ rjvl, under the condition ^ ^ (a"i27i(l,ro))^ < ^^ (3.43) 

71=0 m = 0 

and 

oo 271 771 

LN = max | 5 ^ | , under the condition ^ E ( i r ) ^ ^ -R̂ - (3-44) 
7 i = N + l 7 n = 0 '^" 

In the following proposition we calculate the values of SN and LN-

Propos i t ion 3.4 Let SN and LN be defined as in (3.43) and (3.44), respectively, 

then 

\ 7 l=0 

271-1-1 , , , , 
1/2 

and 

\n=N+l ^" / 

Proof: Let the point {0,(p) be fixed. Then, consider the functional 

Sn=o E^"=o C ^ r (̂ > ̂ ) of the sequence { a - E ^ i ' . ' . ^ " ' ^^^^^ *^^ condition 
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oo 271 

E Ei<R^{l,ro)f<8\ 
71= JV 771=0 

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequaHty we have that 

(3.45) 

\9N{e,cP)\ = 
N 271 

EE<^7r(^,'^) 
7 1 = 0 7 n = 0 

JV 271 

E E < i 7 ' ( ^ , ' ^ R ( l , r o ) i ? ; ^ ( l , r o ) 
71 = 0 771 = 0 

1/2 

< (E E «fi.(i.'.))') fEEff;^' 
\ 7 1 = 0 771 = 0 / \ 7 l = 0 771=0 \ - " 7 l i J - , r o J ^ 

Since the maximum of the functional is attained, we have from (3.45) that 

max|5^(6,</.)| = W r y ( ^ ^ ^ y ] . 
{°"> ^ '̂ Vn=o, ioU(l>r-o)y ' j 

Now, to find the maximum with respect to {0,<p), 

max |5jv(^,.^)| = <5max f V V f ^ ^ ^ l ) , 

we utilize the Addition Formula for the spherical harmonics (3.19), 

,2 271-1-1 

(3.46) 

271 

E(̂ 7r(̂ '< )̂) 
771=0 

47r 
(3.47) 

that holds for any {0,(p), and any TI > 0. Then, from (3.46) and (3.47) we obtain 

, 1 / 2 
/ JV 

5jv = M E 
\ 7 l=0 

2n + l „ 2/, N (3.48) 

Similarly for Ljv, we can write 

\9^{0A)\ = 

271 

E E«nlT(̂ =< )̂ 
7 l = J V + l 771=0 

271 

- 1 E E<^r(^,«^)^nA; 
7 l = J V + l 771 = 0 
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and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequaHty we obtai am 

~ 271 \ 1 /2 / ^ 271 \ 1 /2 
^ \ I • / , 2 1 

oo 271 \ 1/2 
2 I 

W(«,.A)I= E E(<A;f Y. 5: (yn .̂̂ Aj) 
\71=JV + 1 771=0 y \71=JV+1 771 = 0 ^ 

Then from the condition (3.41) we deduce that 

( oo 271 

E E(^7r(^,<?^)A7i) 
71=JV + 1 771=0 

FinaUy, using the equation (3.47), we obtain 

1/2 

i A ' l 
47r 

L^ = R\ ± lllly^l . (3.49) 
71=JV+1 

D 

Next, using the result of the above proposition we derive upper and lower 

bounds for U}I{8,XR)OO-

P r o p o s i t i o n 3.5 For iJi{8,XR)oo defined as in (3.40) and for SN and LN given 

by (3.48) and (3.49), respectively, the following inequality holds 

-(S'iVo + ijVo) < Wi((5,Xij)oo < SNO + LNO, (3.50) 

where No is the smallest integer such that XnRNo{l,fo) < 8/R, when n > No. 

Proof: For any positive N we have that 

U>I{8,XR) = max I5I < max |5iv| + max | 5 ^ 001 

under the conditions (3.41) and (3.42). Then, from the definitions of SN and LN 

it follows that 

U^I{8,XR)OO<SN + LN. (3.51) 

Note that if 8/R < Ai such No exists, since i2„(l,^o) < 1 and both A^ and 

i ^ ( l , ro) tend to zero as n goes to infinity. If 8/R > Ai then we can take SNO = 0 

and Z/jVo = max I5I, under the condition (3.41). 
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Now we prove that U}I{8,XR)^ > SNO- It is sufficient to show that 

^ 0 271 ;Vo 271 / „ 7 n x 2 

E E ( « r ^ ( l . ^ o ) ) ' < ^ ' implies ^ X : ( T ^ ) < ^ ' . (3-52) 
71=0 771=0 71=0 7 7 1 = 0 ^ ' ^ " ' ^ 

i.e., that the condition (3.42) impHes condition (3.41), because that will imply 

'S'jVo = max|5Ar|, 

under the condition (3.41) is equal to max |5iv|, under the conditions (3.41) and 

(3.42); hence, 

•S'jvo <'*'i(^,-^ii)oo. (3.53) 

To show (3.52), first observe that A^^i?;! < R/8, for n < No- Then it foUows 

that 

EE(^) = 5:5:''< (̂̂ '̂ °)' 
71=0 771=0 ^ • ^ n ^ 71=0771=0 \ ' ^ " - ' ^ ( l ' ^ o ) . 

JVo 271 / 1 \ 2 JVo 271 

S E [YnTrTT) E E KA.(i,-.))^ 
71=0771=0 \ ' ^ 7 l - « 7 l l - L , r o j / „ = 0 7 7 l = 0 

p 2 JVo 271 

< ^ E E « ^ ( i ' - o ) f 
'' 71=0 771=0 

^ • 2 

< ^^' = R'-

- 8^ 

To establish a similar inequality for IjVo, observe that X^Rr,{l,ro) < 8/R, for 

n > No. Similarly, we have 

„=JV+1771=0 n = J V + l 7n=0 \ " / 
CO 2n / -771 \ 2 GO 2n oo / n / ^ m v -

< E E(̂ n (̂i'̂ o)f E E ( r ) 
„=JV+1771=0 7i=JV+l 7n=0 ^n 
^2 oo 271 / ^771 \ 2 

- ^n=¥+l7SU(i%0)J 
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8^ 

Hence, we have shown that 

JVo 271 , 771 V 2 JVo 271 

E E -f ^^ ' °̂̂P̂ "̂̂  EE«^(l>''o)f < '̂. (3-54) 
71—0 771=0 ^ ' ^ 7 1 ' _ _ n ~ _ n 

i.e., tha t the condition (3.41) impHes the condition (3.42), and as in (3.53) we 

find that 

i jVo<a;i(^,Xfi)^. (3.55) 

From the inequalities (3.53) and (3.55) we have that 

2a;x(^,XH)oo>5iVo+iiVo, (3.56) 

and the inequality (3.50) foUows from (3.51) and (3.56). 

D 

The next corollary is an immediate consequence of the above proposition 3.5 

and the lemma 3.3. 

C o r o l l a r y 3.2 

8(^ 271 + 1 V ^ ' . p f V^ 27x + l , , \ ' ^ ' 

and 

. - + 1 V \ f £ 2^, .^"' 

where No is the smallest integer such that XnR^{l,ro) < 8/R when n > No-

Note that No depends on 8 and R, so the above bounds are computable numbers 

that depend only on 8 and R. 
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Now we derive an upper and a lower bound for the (X—norm) mo<itiu8^ of 

continuity U)I{S,XR) for an solution set X ^ = TBR where the eigenvalues A^ of 

the operator T satisfy 

•̂ 71 < • R 7 i ( l , r o ) , 71 = 1 , 2 , . . , 

It foUows from lemma 3.2 that such XR consists of real analytic functions. 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3.6 For U}I{8,XR) defined as in (3.39) and XR = TBR, where tJie 

eigenvalues An of T are A„ = i2„(l,ro), the following inequaUt'^ holds 

RRNoihro) < a;i(5,Xfi) < VIR, (3.57) 

where NQ is the smallest integer such that i2^(l,ro) < 8/R, when n > i^o-

Proof: From (3.40), we have that 

wi(5,Xii) = max||A77||, (3.58)i 

under the conditions 

[\v\\ < R, \\ATv\\ < 6. 

If V has a spherical expansion given by 

v{e,cP) = f:f:c-Y-{8,^), (3.59) 
71=0 771=0 

then the definition 3.58 of (JJI{8,XR) becomes 

a>i(^,XB)=max| |^ | | , 

under the conditions 

00 271 

E iiCY <R' ^^ E E (Ci2̂ (î -«)) ^^- (3-ffa) 
n = 0 771=0 71=0 771=0 

Then using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it foUows that 
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oo 271 
1/2 / oo 271 \ 1/2 / OO 9 V 1 / 2 

EE(Ci^(Vo))' < EE(C) ' ( E E («(i..o))') 
\ 7 l - 0 771=0 / \ n = 0 771 = 0 / 

< 8R. 

For the lower bound of a;i(5,Xfi) we can construct a function 

9o{e,<P) = r7;o(^,<^) = T{RYl) = i2jv„(l,ro)i?i;°(6>,</.), 

that clearly satisfies the conditions in (3.60). Then, by the definition of a;i(^,Xfi) 
we have 

' ^ i (^ ,^H)> | | 5o | | = i2i?jVo(l,ro). 

D 

Just as in the previous case with u{8, Xfl)°°, from the lemma 3.3 that gives the 

relation between UJ^{8,XR) and U}{8,XR), and the above proposition we obtain 

the following corollary. 

C o r o l l a r y 3.3 Given U}{8,XR) defined in (3.38), then 

2RRN,{l,ro) < U^{8,XR) < V28R, (3.61) 

where No is the smallest integer such that R^{l,ro) < 8/R, when n > No-

So far we have studied the instabiUty of the inverse problem assuming that the 

error in the approximation of the body surface potentials / can be made less 

than or equal to an arbitrary positive number 8. Under that assumption we 

observe that as 8 tends to zero, the upper bounds on the moduli of continuity 

ij}{8, XR)OO and u}[8, XR) converge also to zero, which demonstrates the continuous 

dependence of the quasi-solution g on the body surface potentials / . 

The next obvious problem that arises is the one of approximation of the body 

surface potentials / to a desirable accuracy 8 using only discrete measurements 

on F i . We will investigate some aspects of this problem in the following chapter. 

We consider approximation of / on the surface of the sphere Fi by means of 

numerical integration on Fi in order to recover the coefficients h^ of the spherical 

file:///7l-0
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harmonic expansion of / . As mentioned in the introduction, we are particularly 

interested in the following problem. Does the increase of the number of the 

surface measurements imply a better estimate of the error in the approximation 

of the body surface potentials / ? It will be shown that in some instances the 

answer to the above question is no. 



CHAPTER IV 

APPROXIMATION AND QUADRATURE 

ON THE SPHERE 

4.1 Preliminary Remarks and Notation 

This chapter is devoted to the problem of approximation of the body surface 

potentials / by use of numerical integration (quadrature) on the surface of the 

sphere. The main objective here is to investigate the dependence of the accuracy 

of a constructed approximation / of / on the number and location of the mea

surements on Fi . In this section we define a numerical quadrature on the surface 

of the unit sphere Fi = 52 and present a method to approximate any / G L^{Ti) 

via numerical integration. Furthermore, we point out the main difficulties of such 

a method of approximation of / and briefly discuss the work that foUows in the 

remaining part of the chapter. 

As in the previous chapter, we denote a point on Fi interchangeably by x or 

{0,(p), and f{x) G -^^(Fi) will be represented by the series 

00 271 

m = E E KY-{x). (4.1) 
71=0 771=0 

We consider the approximation of / by means of recovering the coefficients i ^ 

in the expansion (4.1). Since the set {Y^}n=o,t'.:."^'^ constitutes a complete or

thonormal set in i^ (F i ) (see section 3.1), it foUows that the coefficients b^ satisfy 

b^= f f[x)Y;^{x)dS, 71 = 0 , 1 , . . . , 772 = 0 , 1 , . . . 271. ( 4 .2 ) 
JTI 

An approximation of the coefficients b^, utiHzing a numerical quadrature on Fi 

is defined by 

/ fY:'{x)dS = E ^ i / ( x i ) i T ( ^ 0 + Kif,L), (4.3) 
M i^i 

49 
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where Xi = {0i,<Pi) and WiA = 1,2,... ,L, are called the nodes and the weights 

of the quadrature (4.3), respectively, and E^{f, L) wiU be caUed the error in the 

quadrature (4.3). In other words, we construct a polynomial approximation 

JV 271 

fN{x) = J:E kYrix), (4.4) 
71=0 771=0 

where the coefficients 6™ are obtained using the quadrature (4.3) for some choice 

of nodes Xi and weights Wi, i-l,2...,L] hence, 

bn=E^ifi^i)Y;r{^i). (4.5) 
i=l 

Given the polynomial approximation (4.4) of/ , the i2_distance (error) between 

the body surface potentials / and its approximation / is given by 

271 , JV 271 

E(c-̂ ;r) =EE 
71 = 0 771=0 71=0 771=0 

11/ - fNf = E E {K -K) = E E (En if, L)f + [\lNfr, (4.6) 

where 
oo 271 

¥Nfr= E HiKf- (4.7) 
7 1 = J V + 1 771=0 

An immediate problem that arises is determining the optimal selection of the 

highest degree N of the approximation /jv in a sense that it minimizes the above 

error. We observe that such a choice of N depends on the estimates of the error 

E^[f, L) and the rate of decrease of ||l7i/||. It is known that the estimates of the 

error E^{f, L) and the rate of decrease of | | /n/ | | depend on the class of functions 

T to which / belongs. Moreover, it is clear that the estimate of E^{f,L) also 

depends on the number of nodes (L), the location of the nodes Xi, and the choice 

of the weights Wi in the quadrature (4.3). 

We derive estimates of the rate of decrease of JJ/TI/JJ in section 4.2, based on 

the fact that / belongs to the range of the operator A, f = Ag, where A is 

defined as in (3.17), and g is an element of H'{To). 

For the estimate of the error E^{f,L) we refer to the work of Sard [26] and 

SaHhov [27]. Sard has shown (see [26]) that the estimates of the error E{f,L) in 

the quadrature 

file:///lNfr
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L 

I f{x)dS = Y.Wif{xi) + E{f,L), (4.8) 
•̂ "̂ i i = i 

can be derived, for a given class of functions T, based on the degree of exact

ness of the quadrature. The foUowing definition of the degree of exactness of a 

quadrature (4.8) is the same as in the case of quadratures for functions of one 

variable. 

Def in i t ion 4 .1 A numerical quadrature (4.8) has degree of exactness d if it in

tegrates exactly all polynomials of degree d or less; that is, if E{jp, JL) = 0 for all 

p G Vd, and there is at least one polynomial of degree d+1 for which E[f, L) is 

not zero. Furthermore, we say that the numerical quadrature (4.3) has degree of 

exactness d x d if it is exact for all f ^Vd o,nd Y^ with n < d. 

The following is an expHcit estimate of the error E{f, L) in the quadrature 

(4.8) obtained by SaHhov [27]. 

Given / G H''{Ti) with spherical harmonic expansion (4.1) and a quadrature 

of the form (4.8), with Ef=i^"i = 47r, the error E{f,L) satisfies 

( oo 271 \ / oo 271 \ 

E E KHn +1))-' E E clM- +1))-' ' (4-9) 
71=0 771=0 / \ 7 l = 0 771=0 / 

where 

C^,^ = J:wiY-{xi), (4.10) 
t = 0 

and it foUows, that the function fm{x) that maximizes the error E{f,L) has the 

form 
oo 271 

Cn,r, 
f / „ \ _ V V -^^—y^fx). (4.11) 
/77 i (a ; ) -2_ .2 - jn (7 i + l))'= " ^ '' 

71=0 771=0 V. \ ' • ' 

Note that if the quadrature (4.8) has degree of exactness d then 

Cn,7n = 0 n<d, m = 0,l,...,n, 

and it foUows from the equation (4.9) that the greater the degree of exactness of 

the quadrature (4.8) the smaller the upper bound for the error E{f,L). 
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Consequently, we wiU investigate in this chapter how the degree of exactness 

of the quadratures (4.3) and (4.8) depend on the choice of nodes Xi and weights 

Wi,i = 1,2,.. .,L. Note that the quadrature (4.3) is a special case of the quadra

ture (4.8), since the spherical harmonic functions Y^ are infinitely differentiable 

functions. Therefore, any property shown for the quadrature (4.8) wiU imply 

the corresponding property for the quadrature (4.3). For example, if we show 

that the quadrature (4.8) has a degree of exactness 2d, then the quadrature (4.3) 

has degree of exactness dx d and can be used to recover all the coefficients of a 

polynomial f ^Vd-

In section 4.3, we introduce conditions for the number L and the location of 

the nodes Xi, and show that they are necessary for the quadrature (4.8) to have 

degree of exactness 2d. Also, we will show that given nodes that satisfy the above 

conditions, we can construct a quadrature of the form (4.3), that has the highest 

possible degree of exactness. In section 4.4, we show that the condition on the 

nodes Xi, introduced in section 4.3, is equivalent to the problem of determining 

whether the nodes Xj lie on the zero set of some polynomial p G Vd- This result 

leads to interesting corollaries about the optimal placement of the nodes Xj on 

Fi which provide a quadrature with the highest possible degree of exactness, and 

consequently, the best estimates of the error -E™(/, L). For example, we will show 

that a particular equidistant distribution of nodes is not the best placement in 

the sense discussed above. Finally, as a coroUary to the result shown in section 

4.4, we will discuss several cases where an increase of the number of nodes will 

not result in a quadrature of a higher degree of exactness, and consequently, the 

estimate of the error in the polynomial approximation of body surface potentials 

/ will not be improved. 

4.2 Some Estimates of the Error in Approximation 

In the present section we obtain an estimate of the rate of decrease of H/TI/H, 

where ||/7i/|| is defined in (4.7). Furthermore, we derive a lower bound for the 

rate of decrease of the error En{f, L), of the quadrature (4.8), given a particular 

choice of weights Wi. 

Clearly a finite number of nodes L does not determine the body surface 

potentials / uniquely, since there are infinitely many functions defined on Fi 



having the same values at these L nodes, C&meqw&slfl^,., ^}m caa:̂  6Slf-tmmeT'^ 

finite number of coefficients b^ of the appr&MmsAmm. / . M ffi^Jttiftl^ b^ftxr ,̂ 

the choice of the highest degree JV of the pd&fmmM fga Sei^SR^^ can t f e erJ'or' 

E^if'i L) in the approximation of the coeffidemtts (stf /,. aoxi (5ffltfeir<Siasi|ji?^f]| of 

the remainder of the series expansion of / , We (ferwre ttftis ̂ JflErat'e fbi- the i«t"er 

of decrease of | | /„ / | | , given that the body sorfaccfKSittffinDitisfe/istlieiin^^ctfftfe 

epicardial potentials g G H'{To)r 5 > 0, midlcr Iflbe (ssp ĵetoar A.. Jh^t etsEin t f e 

previous chapter, we consider the spherical hsmmmies. ^sm^ c^f»^«titiErtfen of 5: 

00 2n 

5(») = E E C^(^)- (4^12) 
71=0 n>=9 

Propos i t ion 4.1 GiucTi / e i ^ ( r i ) j«c& fSai; f = J^P wAemg e M'%^a)) & > 0 , 

with A in (3.17), then 

,2 ^ ^ i r *>ir»(it 

An iiwir < ^^v—'• (4.13) 
*J»F+-1 

where XN = iV(iV -f- 1), and CN converges to zero as N gpss tkc inffindi^. 

Proof: Let g be represented by the sphedcaE hartDJEmxcg amiikn- (4^12.),. EaidileiT 

An = 7i(7i-l-1) denote the eigenvalues of the LapEagg-Bdtenamii GigB33̂ a3ar A .̂ onr-F ,̂ 

corresponding to 1^ G En- Since g G -ff*(rgi) it fdlfcnws ffiraox (î IlIL))thHJ: 

71=0 111=0 

Therefore, for any positive integer N, we tanre that 

E KY.i'Cf^'^r 
7i=JV+l m=0 

and from the condition (4.14), we ciui dedmce tlnait a^ asnmea]^^ tto zerQ? aass i^ 

goes to infinity. Next, we find that 

°° 271 00 271 \»^fl»»>2 1 ° ^ J t 

E E«)'= E T.^^ijr- E T.KS<?-
7l=JV-|-l 771 = 0 71=Ar+l 711=0 ' V ^Jy+1 . 7»f=JW+-lj71»p^ 
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Thus for 5 G ^ ' ( F o ) , the foUowing inequaHty holds 

||/jv5|| ' < ~ ^ . (4.15) 
' ^JV-l- l 

Furthermore, from the series representation of the operator A, 

oo 271 

M^) = J : I : Rn{l,ro)a^Y:^{x), (4.16) 
71=0 771=0 

and from the bound (3.23) on the eigenvalues i l„( l , ro) of A, we have that 

oo 271 

E E RU^,ro){a-Y < R'N^,{l,ro)\\lN9r < Qr^^ '^H/jv^ir , 
71=JV + 1 771=0 

which implies that 

| | / jv/ir<9ro^(^+^)| |J^5ir- (4.17) 

The inequality (4.13) then follows from the inequalities (4.15) and (4.17). 

D 

Note that the choice of the constant CN can be viewed as a choice of a bound 

on the derivatives of g. From the above proposition we see that ||i7i/|| converges 

to zero very rapidly as n goes to infinity. This is not the case for the error E{f, L) 

of the quadrature (4.8) with weights lOj = l/L. For the latter choice of weights, 

the rate of decrease of E{f, L) as L goes to infinity is considerably slower even for 

optimally distributed sequences of nodes. For example, Sarnack [28] introduced 

a method of placing points on the surface of the sphere that in some sense are 

optimally uniformly distributed. He showed that for such a distribution of L 

points the error E{f,L) in the quadrature given by 

L 

satisfies the inequaHty 

/ f{x)dS = ^Y.f{^i) + E{f,L), (4.18) 

243<W,i)<^, (4-19) 
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for all / in the class B, where 

B = {feL\r,)\\\f\\ = i}. 

Consequently, if we use the quadrature (4.18) to construct an approximation 

/ G Vd, then from the above bounds (4.19), and from the equation (4.6), that 

gives the error between / and / , it foUows that to assure convergence of / to / 

in the class B, the number of nodes L needs to be considerably higher {L > M^) 

than the number M = {d -\-if of the coefficients of / G Vd- One reason for 

such a slow convergence of the error E{f, L) could be that we have an estimate 

for a very general class of functions. In proposition (3.1), it was shown that 

the body surface potentials / belongs to the class of real analytic functions; 

therefore, one would expect that the lower bound for the error E[f, L) in (4.19) 

can be considerably improved. The foUowing example shows that there exist real 

analytic functions for which the error E[f, L) does not converge to zero as L goes 

to infinity faster than l/L. To show this, consider a sequence of formulas of the 

form (4.18), with an increasing number of nodes {xi}fLi, where {x i}^ i are the 

first L nodes of some infinite sequence {xi}^i of nodes on Fi . We choose two 

analytic functions / i (x ) = fi{0,(p) = cos<p and /2(x) = f2{0,(p) = sin (p. Using a 

contradiction argument we show that LE{fj, L) cannot converge to zero for both 

j = 1,2. Suppose that 

LE{fj,L)-^0 as i — > o o , for j = 1,2. (4.20) 

From the form of the quadrature formula (4.18), we have 

0 = LI fj{x)dS = A7rY.fj{xi) + LE{fj,L), i = l , 2 , (4.21) 
•/ri i=i 

and furthermore, the condition (4.20) is equivalent to the condition 

HmE/,(xO = 0, i = l,2. (4.22) 
L—•oo T~: 

1=1 

If (4.22) holds, then it foUows that for any e > 0, there exists L, such that 
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M 

i = l 

for any M > L. Hence, / j ( x i ) , j = 1,2 converges to zero as L tends to infinity, 

but that is a contradiction to (4.20), since 

fi{^i) + f2{^i) = '^ foraU i = l,2,.... 

Therefore (4.22) is false which impHes that LE{fj, L) cannot converge to zero for 

both j = 1,2. Hence, we have shown that even for the class of analytic functions 

the estimate of the error E{f,L) of the quadrature (4.18) does not converge to 

zero, as L goes to infinity, faster than {l/L). One can observe that improvement 

of the estimates of rate of decrease of the error E{f, L) could be obtained if 

different choices of weights {wi}fL-^ were considered. We will show in the next 

section that the choice of nodes to,- = l/L, i = 1,2,... ,L, in the quadrature 

(4.18) is not optimal in the sense that it does not result in a quadrature of the 

highest possible degree of exactness for any set of nodes {xi}f^-^. 

In the foUowing part of this chapter we focus on the problem of obtaining 

quadratures that have degree of exactness d with a minimum number of nodes. 

We will call such quadratures interpolatory quadratures since the nodes of such 

quadrature can be used to interpolate a polynomial of degree d or less. 

4.3 Interpolatory Quadratures 

In the present section we introduce necessary conditions that the points 

{xi}f^i must satisfy so that the quadratures (4.8) and (4.3) with the nodes 

{^i}t=i have degree of exactness 2d and d x d, respectively. First we present 

a lower bound (M) on the number of nodes L, by citing a result obtained by 

Mysovskikh [32]. Then we introduce a matrix condition for the nodes {xi}f^^ 

and show that it is a necessary condition for the quadratures (4.8) and (4.3) to 

have a highest possible degree of exactness. Furthermore, we discuss the problem 

of the optimal choice of weights {wi}f^^. FinaUy, based on the above conditions 

on the nodes, we construct a quadrature formula of the form (4.3) that has degree 

of exactness dx d with the minimum number of nodes. 
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A lower bound on the number of nodes L of the quadrature (4.3) that has 

degree of exactness d x d can be obtained by observing that such quadrature 

recovers uniquely aU of the M = {d + 1)^ coefficients of any polynomial / G Vd, 

and consequently, L>M. It was shown by Mysovskikh [31], that M = {d + 1)^ 

is also a lower bound for the number of nodes of the quadrature (4.8) of degree 

of exactness 2d. 

T h e o r e m 4.1 If the quadrature formula (4.8) is exact for polynomials of degree 

not greater than k, then the number of nodes L satisfies 

r ^ . . _ 2 ( [ f c / 2 ] + l)!([fc/2]-H) 
2![Jfc/2]! 

where [k/2] denotes the integral part of k/2. Moreover, at least M of the weights 

Wi, i = 1,2,... L must be positive. 

A question that arises at this point is whether one can use any set of M = 

{d -\- 1)2 nodes { x j j ^ i to construct a quadrature (4.8) or (4.3) that has degree 

of exactness 2d or d x d, respectively. It wiU be shown later in this section, that 

the nodes of a quadrature with degree of exactness 2d OT d x d can be used to 

solve the interpolation problem for any polynomial p G Vd- But it is known that 

interpolation is not always feasible in higher dimensions (see [34]). That is, not 

every set of points {xi}^i can be used to interpolate p G Vd- Therefore, an 

additional condition on the nodes { x , } ^ ! needs to be imposed. We present such 

a condition via the foUowing definition introduced by MuUer [29]. 

Defini t ion 4.2 A set of L > M = {d-\-1)^ points {xi = {0i,(pi)}f^^ on Fi is 

called a fundamental system of order d if the following {L x M) matrix 
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Y = 

Yo'ixr) yi°(xi) 

î o''(=̂ 2) Yi°(x2) 

Yd''M 

Yi'{x2) 

.Yo\xr.) Y°{XL) ... y f ( x i ) 

(4.23) 

has rank M. 

Note that in the case L = M = (<i-|-l)2, the above rank condition on the set of 

nodes {x i}^ i assures that the interpolation problem has a solution for arbitrary 

polynomial p G Vd- Before we show some of the properties of a fundamental 

system of order d, we first prove the existence of such a system. We introduce a 

linear order for the system of spherical harmonics 

{Yo°{x),Y,\x),Y,\x),..., y - ( x ) , . . . ) = (Fi(x), Y2{x), Y,{x),...), (4.24) 

by identifying Y^{x) with y„2+„+i(a;). 

L e m m a 4 .1 Given any positive integer L, there exists set of points {xj}fLi on 

Fi , such that the determinant 

detY^ = 

yi(xi) 1-2(^1) . . • YL{X,) 

Yr{x2) Y2{X2) . . . FL(X2) 

YI(XL) Y2{XL) . . . YL{XL) 

IS nonzero. 

Proof: We wiU prove this lemma by induction. We first consider 

dety^* = 
yi(xi) Y2{X^) 

Yr{x) Y2{x) 

as a function of x. Since Yi(x) is a nonzero constant for any x, it foUows that for 

arbitrary Xi there exists a point x = X2, such that det y2 js nonzero. Now, let 

us assume that there exists ( I - l)-tuple of points (x i ,X2, . . . , X L _ I ) such that 

the determinant of Y^''^ is not zero, and consider 
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dety^ 

Yi{x,) Y2{x,) ... Yr,{x,) 

Yl{x2) Y2{X2) ... YL{X2) 
(4.25) 

yi(x) y2(x) . . . YL{X) 

as a function of x. If we expand det Y^ along the last row, we obtain a Hnear 

combination of spherical harmonics 

dety^ = ^A,.y,(x), (4.26) 
j = o 

with the last coefficient A^ = det Y^''^ ^ 0 . As a result of the Hnear independence 

of {^}j=i,2 L (see section 3.1), it foUows that det Y^{x) is not identicaUy zero, 

since there exists a nonzero coefficient A^ in (4.26). Thus, there exists x = XL, 

such that det y (x^) is not equal to zero. 

D 

Note that in particular when L = {d + 1)2, for some positive integer d, the 

above lemma implies the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.1 There exists a fundamental system of points of order d for any 

positive integer d. 

Moreover, note that the determinant det Y^, where M = (rf -f-1)2, is a real 

analytic function in 2M variables 0i,(p\,02,<p2, - - - -i^MifpM-, since the functions 

Yj{x) are real analytic functions in {0,(p)- The above lemma shows that det Y^ 

is not identically zero in its domain T^ = Fi x Fi x . . . x Fi , which is a connected 

analytic manifold. It can be shown that the principle of extension of analytic 

functions holds also for connected analytic manifolds, and consequently, we can 

deduce that the set of all fundamental systems of order d forms an open dense 

subset of F f . 

Thus there exists a fundamental system of order d for arbitrary positive in

teger d. Next we show that the nodes {xJ i^ i of the quadratures (4.8) and (4.3), 

of degree of exactness 2d OT d x d, respectively, must constitute a fundamental 

system of order d. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2 A necessary condition for a quadrature formula 

. M 

f{x)dS = Y.^if{xi) + E[f,M), 
•̂ 1̂ i = i 

(4.27) 

to have degree of exactness 2d is that the nodes (x i ,X2, . . . , X M ) , M = {d-\-lY, 

form a fundamental system of order d. 

Proof: Consider the function / ( x ) in the form / ( x ) = pi(x)p2(x), where pi{x) 

and ^2(2:) are elements of Vd, and let pi(x) = yo°(x). If we substitute for P2{x) = 

Y^{x), the spherical harmonics of degree less than or equal to d, then, since the 

quadrature (4.27) has degree of exactness 2d, it follows that 

/ p i (x )p2 (x )d5= / yo°(x)y™(x)d5 = 5:7z;iyo°(xi)yr(2=i) = V^o.771 (4.28) 
JFi JVr .^0 

for 71 = 0 , 1 , . . . , d and m = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2n. In the matrix form the equation (4.28) 

becomes 

y 

^ iyo° (x i ) 

V^2Y^{X2) 

1 

0 

0 

(4.29) 

WMYO{XM) . 

Repeating the procedure for pi(x) = yi°(x) we obtain, similariy as above, the 

matrix equation 

y 

w,Y^{x,) 

W2Y^{X2) 
(4.30) 

WMY°{XM) 

In the same fashion, if we substitute for pi(x) aU the spherical harmonics y r ( a : ) , 

71 = 1 ,2 , . . . , d and 7n = 0 , 1 , . . . 271, and if we combine aU the matrix equations 

of the form (4.29) and (4.30), we have that 



y 

wiY°{x,) w^Y°{x,) ... w,Yi^{x,) 

t^2Yo%X2) W2Y°{X2) ^2yr(x2) 

_ WmY°{xM) WMY°{XM) - - - WMYi'^ixM) 

It follows that y is an invertible matrix; hence, (xi, X2, 

system of order d. 
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l-MxM-

, XM) is a fundamental 

D 

Note that the same proof can be used to show that the same necessary con

dition appHes also for the quadrature (4.3) wit degree of exactness d x d. The 

immediate question that arises is whether such a condition on the nodes of a 

quadrature is also a sufficient condition for the quadrature to have the highest 

possible degree of exactness. In other words, given a fundamental system of 

points {x i}^ i , is the quadrature (4.8) exact of degree 2d for any set of positive 

weights {wi}fL-^ ? We show that it is not the case for the quadrature (4.18) with 

the weights Wi = Air/M, i = 1,2,..., M. To prove this we wiU use the following 

lemma due to Erdos [30]. 

L e m m a 4.2 The minimum number of distances determined by n points of a 

plane satisfies the inequality 

f{n)>{n-Z/Af I'-1/2. 

Now, let us consider M = (d -f 1)^ points {xi}^o on the surface of the unit 

sphere F i . We denote by /ij the length of the arc of the great circle joining Xi and 

Xj and by 7 i j the angle that the arc of a great circle joining Xj and Xj subtends 

at the origin. Then, since 7i j is determined uniquely by the length k^j, and since 

{{d + 1)=̂  - 3/4)^/^ - 1/2 = {{d + 1/2)=* + dfl' - 1/2 > d, 

we obtain the foUowing corollary to the above lemma 4.2. 

Corol lary 4.2 Given M = {d + if nodes {xi)fL^ on Fi , then the number of 

distinct angles {7i,i}fj=i, i ¥" h " greater than d. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3 A quadrature formula of the form 

Jr, f<^-)yn-{-)dS = ^ E fi-i)Y-{xi) + Eif, M), 

does not have degree of exactness d x d for any choice of nodes (x i ,X2, . . .,XM), 

M = {d+l)\ 

Proof: We will show that the foUowing equation 

8M8^, = l^ Yr{x)Ynx) = ^j:Y,-{xi)Yr{xi) 
1 = 1 

does not hold for all 

A:,Z = 0 , l , . . . , d m = 0,l,...,2k, p = 0,1,... ,21. 

Equivalently, we will show that 

Y Y y^ —IMXM, 

where the matrix Y is defined as in (4.23). 

It will be sufficient to show that 

YY ^—IMXM-

From the Addition Formula for the spherical harmonics 

E Yr{xi)Y-{xj) = i ^ ! i ± i l p „ ( c o s 7 i j ) , 

it follows that 

^ - n 47r 

YY-= {j:^-^Pr.cos{ji,)] . 
V7i=o 47r J..^^ 

Now, to show that the matrix Y^Y is not diagonal we need to show that the 

offdiagonal entries 

E i ^ ^ V ^ P 7 . ( c o s 7 i . i ) , i,j = 1,2,...,M, ij^j, (4.31) 
71=0 



6^ 

cannot be all zero. Note that 

4 , (2n + 1) ^ , 
E - ^ - ^ ^ 7 i ( c o s 7 , , ^ ) (4,3E2-) 
71=0 ^ " 

is a polynomial of degree d with the variable cos7i,j. Thus there are at mmtdl 

zeros between - 1 and 1 and that impHes that there are at most i'dJstirtcf 7},.,. 

satisfying (4.32). But from the above coroUary 4.2 we have that ^ven jWrRwtes^ 

{xi}fi^, the number of distinct angles fij is greater t han d^ hence, theriioirdaa^-

onal entries of Y^Y, given by (4.31), cannot be aU zero, and t h e propositi on is. 

proved. 

C. 

Since the quadrature (4.3), is a special case of the quadrcEtnre (4ig) weecan 

state the foUowing coroUary to the above proposition 4.3. 

Corollary 4.3 The quadrature 

L AT ^ 
mdS = -j:f{xi) + E{f,M), 

does not have degree of exactness 2d for any choice of naies {osi.asz., ,3S}^), 

M = (<i-f 1)2. 

Thus we have shown that the weights Wi = 1/M, i =1,2... ,JKrare not aax 

optimal choice in the sense that they do not result in a quadrs ture act m Mgir-

est possible degree of exactness with minimal number of nodes. A nmiiBDcddof:' 

constructing a quadrature of the form (4.8) of an arbitrarj^ degree of; e3caa:d;iiie3S5 

2d with minimal number of nodes has stiU not been resoLvei MyssrvsMHr [33̂ 1 

considered the problem of constructing numerical quadratures on_ t h e spherewitk 

nodes vertices of regular polyhedra, e.g., octahedron, icosabedrtm, a t t i in thai-

way constructed quadratures of the form (4.8) of some ^ e d f f c decree off eacaict-

ness with minimum number of nodes. Extensive Hterature for t h e problem off 

constructing a numerical quadrature in higher dimensions can b e found in [2B̂ i 

and [32]. 
Here we present a quadrature formula (4.3) with ein arbitrary degree of eKa<Cvtr-

ness dx d, based on the assumption that the nodes {xi}^i form- 3 fundamental 

system of order d. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.4 Let (x i ,X2, . . . ,Xi) , L > M = {d + 1)\ be a fundamental 

system of order d, and pd an element of Vd with the representation 

d 271 

71=0 771=0 

Also let c = {c°o,c\,...,c^/) = ( C I , C 2 , . . . , C M ) . Then the quadrature 

I f{x)pd{x)dS = Y.Wif{xi) 
•'^i 1=1 

is exact for all f G Vd, where w = [wi,W2, - - - ,WL), is a solution to Y^w = c. 

Proof: Let w he a solution to the system Y-^w = c. Note that there exists such 

a solution w since (xi , X2 , . . . , xi) is a fundamental system of order d. Moreover, 

if X = M = (cZ -t-1)2, then such w is unique. 

It foUows, that each of the coefficients c^ satisfies 

Cn=E^iYr{^i), 
i = l 

and consequently, the series representation of pd takes the form 

d 271 / L \ i d 271 

p<i{^) = J:I:{j:^iY-{xi)]Y-{x)=E^^EE5T(^oiT(^)- (4.33) 
71=0 771=0 \ l = l / i = 0 71=0 771=0 

Since / G Vd, f can be represented as 

d 271 

/(̂ ) = E E KY^i^). 
71=0 771=0 

As a result of the representation of pd, given in (4.33), we have 

L d 271 . 

/ f{x)pd{x)dS = Y.Wi^Y. Y-{xi) L f{x)Y-{x)dS. 
JTI i ^ l 71 = 0 771=0 '"•^ 

Now, using the equation (4.2) defining the coefficients b"^, we obtain 

L d 271 L 

I f{x)pd{x)ds = E^^ E E Yr{^i)b';: = E^i/(=^0-
JTI i-l 71=0 771=0 1 = 1 
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C o r o l l a r y 4.4 If pd{x) = y„™(a;) , then it follows that 

K - jj{x)Y-{x)dS=J2wif{x{), n = 0,l,...,d, 771 = 0 ,1 , ,2n. 

and w = {wi,W2,...,wi,)'^ is a solution of the system Y'^w = e^, where e^ 

denotes the M- dimensional unit vector with 1 in the n^ + m + l coordinate and 

zeros elsewhere. 

Thus we have reduced the problem of constructing a quadrature (4.3) of 

degree of exactness dx d,to a problem of optimal sampHng, that is to a problem 

of choice of an optimal set of nodes {xi}fi^ for the quadrature (4.3). Here we point 

out two aspects of the problem of optimal sampHng. First is the theoretical aspect 

that deals with the conditions that the nodes {xi}^^ must satisfy in order to 

form a fundamental system of order d. Second is the numerical aspect concerned 

with the problem of choosing the optimal fundamental system minimizing the 

condition number of the matrix Y, and providing a stable system of nodes. The 

lat ter means that the fundamental system {xi}fL-^ would remain a fundamental 

system of the same degree even in the case of perturbation in the location of 

some of the points Xj. In this dissertation we consider only the theoretical aspect 

of the problem of optimal sampling. The numerical aspect of the problem is of 

considerable importance and will be the subject of future investigation. 

Next we present some conditions that the optimal sampling needs to satisfy 

and discuss some of their impHcations pertaining to the solution to the inverse 

problem. 

4.4 The Problem of SampHng on the Sphere 

In this section we present a proposition that provides a necessary and suf

ficient condition for the set of nodes to form a fundamental system of order d. 

Then, we discuss coroUaries to this proposition and present some cases where an 

increase of the number of nodes does not result in a fundamental system of a 

higher degree. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.5 A necessary and sufficient condition for the points {xijfio, 

M = (c?+ 1)2 to form a fundamental system of order d, is that they do not lie 

on nodal lines of any polynomial p of degree d or less. 

Proof: Consider the function 

Yo' 

V2d 
L ^d 

= yd : Fi R M 

Given M nodes Xi,X2,. . . , X M , the matrix Y given by (4.23) has a full rank if 

and only if the rows Yd{xi),Yd{x2),.. -,Yd{xM) are linearly independent vectors 

of R^, or equivalently, if the nodes Xi,X2,. . . , X M , are distributed in a way so 

that the vectors yd(xi), ^^ (xz) , . . . yd(xji^) do not He on any hyperplane H of R^. 

If we use the notation Z{h) to denote the zero set of a given function h, then 

an arbitrary hyperplane H in i ? ^ can be represented as 

M 

H = Z{h), where h{y) = Y,aiyi. 
i=0 

RecalHng the linear arrangement of the spherical harmonics (4.24), we have 

Yd — ( y i 5 y 2 , . . . ,yjkf). 

Now using the above representation of the hyperplane H, we find that 

/ M \ 

Y,-\H) = Y,-' {Z{h{y))) = z{ho Yd{x)) = Z \j:aiYi{x)j . 

Since H is an arbitrary hyperplane in R^, it foUows from (3.9) that 

Z (f:aiYi{x)^ = Z{p), 

where p is an arbitrary element of Vd, and the proposition is proved. 

D 
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As an inunediate coroUary to the above proposition we observe that if the 

nodes {xjf^o of a quadrature (4.3) or (4.8) are chosen in such a way that they 

stay on nodal lines of some polynomial of a fixed degree d then an increase in 

the number of the nodes does not imply an increase in the degree of exactness of 

the quadratures (4.3) and (4.8); consequently, we cannot assure that an approx

imation of the form (4.4) wiU converge to body surface potoi t ials /,. even in the 

case when the number of nodes goes to infinity. Therefore, we have shown a case 

where an increase of the number of the measurements does not imply a better 

estimate of the error in the approximation of the body surface potentials / . 

Before we discuss other coroUciries of the above proposition 4.5, it wiU be 

useful to recall an equivalent characterization of spherical harmonics f i ^ l ^ L o 

of order n as homogeneous hamoionic polynomials of degree ru restricted to the 

surface of the sphere. For example, the (non-normalized) spherical harmonics 

{Y^{z)y^^o of order 1, where z = {z-i,Z2,zz), have the form 

yi°(z) = Z3, y i ' ( ^ ) = ^ 2 , Y^{Z)=Z^. 

From the above definition of the spherical harmonics we can observe that an 

arbitrary polynomial pi G V\ has the form 

P\{z) = 00 + a-iZ-i -I- 02-22 + ^3-237 

where Oj 's are arbitrary real coefficients. Then from the propoation 4.5 we hssre 

the foUowing coroUary. 

C o r o l l a r y 4.5 Four points on the sphere form a fundamental system of order 1 

if they do not lie on an intersection of a plane and a sphere, or equzvdeniiy., if 

there is no circle on the sphere passing through all four points. 

Note that in the case where a polynomial Pd G Pd is given as a product of 

d polynomials in V^, we obtain the foUowing necessary cona t ion for the fimda-

mental system of order d. 

C o r o l l a r y 4.6 A necessary condition for M = ( i + 1)^ poinis^ ta form a funda

mental system of order d is that they do not all lie on the intersection of d planes 

and a sphere, that is, there are no d circles on the sphere containing all of the 

M points. 
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ri-This necessary condition has an interesting impHcation for an uniform dist 

bution of points x^ = {0i,(pi), of the form 

^^ = 'LT-V ^ = l '2,.. . ,i 

• 27r 

If we denote by d the largest integer such that the number of points L{N -h 1) 

satisfies 

L{N + l)>{d-^l)', 

and, if one of the inequalities 

L>doi {N + l)>d, 

holds, then it foUows that such uniformly distributed points do not form a fun

damental system of order d. Note that often in practical situations L is taken 

such that L ^ N/2 in which case L < d, and consequently, the above uruform 

distribution of points does not constitute a fundamental system of the highest 

possible degree. 

Next we discuss another necessary condition that set oi. M = {d-\-1)2 points 

need to satisfy in order to form a fundamental system of order d, that does not 

directly follow from the proposition 4.5. 

Since the spherical harmonics of a fixed degree n are homogeneous polyno

mials of degree n, then if Xi and X2 are a pair of antipodal points, Xi = —X2, it 

follows that 

Y^ix,) = {-l)^Y;r{^2), n = 0 , l . . . , 771 = 0 ,1 , . . . ,271. (4.34) 

Let {xi}iio be a set of points on Fi . We assume that Xi and X2 is a pair of 

antipodal points and that d is odd. Then the first two columns of the matrix 1' 

have the property that by adding the two columns the resulting new column has 

at most 
(d-l) (d-l)/2 ^ ( ^ ^ 1 ) 
Y: 2i + l= E ^k + l = -^-^=D 

i=0,ieven k=l 
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nonzero entries, because of the canceUation that occurs due to the condition 

(4.34). Similarly, if d is even by subtracting the first two columns from each 

other the resulting column has at most 

E 2i^l = Y^Ak-l='^ = D 
1=1 ,1 odd k=l 

nonzero entries. 

Now let us assume that given set of {xi}^-^ of points, there are iD -|- 1 pairs 

of antipodal points. First we note that it is possible since 

d{d+l) {d+lf-{d-l) ^{d+lf 

Then we consider the determinant of the matrix Y and, as above, adding the 

pairs of columns corresponding to the pairs of antipodal points if d is odd or 

subtracting the pairs of columns if d is even, we obtain Z? + 1 new columns each 

containing at most D nonzero entries; hence the determinant of Y is zero and 

the set of points {xi}|^o ^̂  ^o^ ^ fundamental system of order d. Thus we have 

proven 

L e m m a 4.3 A necessary condition for M = {d-\- 1)2 points {xi}-^o ^° form a 

fundamental system of order d is that there are no more than d[d-\-1)/2 pairs of 

antipodal points. 

As a corollary to this lemma, we can observe that given a system of uniformly 

distributed points of the form 

0. = i-——^ i = l,2,...,L 

with N odd, then the total number of points [N + 1)L is even, and there are 

{N + l)L/2 antipodal pairs. Consequently, if d is the largest integer such that 

{N + 1)1, >{d + If, then clearly 

{N+ 1)L d{d + l) 
—2 >~T~' 
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and from the lemma 4.3, it follows that such uniformly distributed points do not 

form a fundamental system of the highest possible degree. 

Thus we have shown that some of the cases of uniform distributions of nodes 

on the sphere are not an optimal sampHng in the sense of constructing a quadra

ture of the highest possible degree of accuracy. In other words, some other 

distributions of nodes can result in the same or possibly better estimate of the 

error in the approximation of the body surface potentials / . 

awiiiHnnraB™wii»lPi«KHH'iW«Hl'/SAlS 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation we considered the inverse problem in electrocardiography; 

that is, the problem of reconstructing the electrical potential distribution over 

the surface of the heart from measurements obtained on the surface of the torso. 

In chapter 1, we mathematically formulated the problem as a mixed boundary 

value problem for an equation of elliptic type. Then, in chapter 2, we showed that 

the inverse problem has a unique solution, given some general assumptions about 

the geometry of the body and about the properties of the conductive medium. 

Furthermore, we showed that the operator A~^, that maps the body surface 

potentials to the epicardial potentials, is not a continuous operator; hence, we 

showed that the inverse problem is unstable in the sense that arbitrarily small 

variations in the values of the body surface potentials / can result in arbitrarily 

large variations in the values of the inverse solution. 

The main objective of this research was to investigate this instabihty, and, in 

particular, to show that an increase in the number of measurements on the body 

surface does not necessarily imply an increase in the accuracy of the reconstructed 

inverse solution. 

In order to study analytically this instabihty of the inverse problem, we intro

duced an idealized spherical model representing the heart-torso system in section 

3.1. Based on such a model, we obtained the operator A~^ in the form of an in

finite series, and we demonstrated that an increase in the accuracy of the body 

surface potentials results in a decrease in the accuracy of the unconstrained in

verse solution. From the form of the eigenvalues i?-^(l,ro) of the operator y l " \ 

we were able to derive the magnitude of the instabihty of the inverse problem 

and to see how it depends on the distance between the epicardial surface and 

the body surface. We beUeve that this information about the magnitude of the 

instabihty of the inverse problem for the spherical model wiU be useful for a 

better understanding of the instabihty involved in the real appHcation. 

71 
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In section 2.3, we discussed a method to overcome this instabihty by restrict

ing the sought solution to a compact subset X of the set of aU square integrable 

functions. In this way, we introduced the notion of a quasi-solution as a function 

of X closest to the real solution of the inverse problem. The main properties 

of the quasi-solution are that it is unique and that it depends continuously on 

the body surface potentials / . Thus, we reduced the inverse problem to a sta

ble problem in the sense that an increase in the accuracy of the body surface 

potentials / would result in an increase in the recovered quasi-solution. Also 

we pointed out that the choice of the solution set X depends on the a priori 

information available about the solution. The optimal choice of the solution set 

X for the inverse problem is a topic of ongoing research. 

In section 3.3, we discussed a method of constructing such a solution set, and 

we obtained the exact form of a quasi-solution to the inverse problem. Then, 

in section 3.4, we derived the upper and the lower bounds for the error of the 

quasi-solution to the inverse problem, given the error in the approximation of 

the body surface potentials / . 

In chapter 4, we considered the problem of approximation of the body surface 

potentials / . We recalled a common method for recovering the coefficients of the 

spherical expansion of / , utilizing numerical integration in section 4.1. Further

more, we discussed how the estimate of the error in the approximation of the 

coefficients b^ of / depends on the degree of exactness of the given quadrature. 

Thus, in the remainder of the chapter, we focus on the problem of determin

ing the conditions that the nodes of a quadrature need to satisfy in order for the 

quadrature to have a prescribed degree of exactness. In section 4.3 we introduced 

a matr ix condition on the set of nodes and showed that it is a necessary condi

tion for a quadrature to have the highest possible degree of exactness. Moreover, 

given a set of nodes that satisfies the matrix condition (fundamental system), we 

constructed a quadrature with the highest possible degree of exactness. 

In the last section, we gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for a set 

of points to form a fundamental system. As a coroUary to this result, we demon

strated tha t some commonly used distributions of points on the sphere do not 

form a fundamental system. Furthermore, we concluded that one can increase 

the number of nodes indefinitely without increasing the degree of accuracy of the 
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quadrature, and consequently, without improving the accuracy in the approxi

mation of the body surface potentials / . 

In this last chapter, we considered the problem of optimal sampHng of the 

measurements; that is, how to obtain the desirable accuracy of the body surface 

map with minimum number of measurements. To the knowledge of the author, 

this has been neglected in the Hterature concerning the inverse problem. But we 

feel that we gave a rise to more questions than we actually answered. For ex

ample, there remains the problem of constructing a specific method for sampling 

on the sphere that would result in a fundamental system and at the same time 

minimize the condition number of the matrix Y given by (4.23). It would also 

be of interest to understand how the definition of the fundamental system and 

that of optimal sampling can be extended to the case of arbitrary geometry rep

resenting the surface of the body. A widely used method for approximating the 

body surface potentials is the boundary element method, where the body sur

face is discretized into triangular elements by utilizing an uniform distribution of 

measurements. The question that arises from our research is then the following. 

Does there exist a better distribution of points that will result in higher accuracy 

of the reconstructed approximation of the body surface potentials? 
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